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Prelude to Agony

The Zelkova tree branches didn't provide adequate shade to hide

the leather journal, the beams of light danced erratically

becoming hypnotic if you looked for an extended amount time.

While the sun created a disco on the small bookcase the seventy

yards of well-groomed grass created the actual dance floor. An

estate sale was taking place. The actual sale of items wasn't

important as it was for the upper echelon women to gather



together and drink martinis. The whole production coÃ¶rdinated by

the servants and maids of the manor. The people who owned the

property didn't give it a soul, it was still alive and moving

with all the emotions and movements of the 'help'. Passing

quickly or without prior knowledge you would never guess this was

an estate sale. With such luxurious  furniture outside of the

freshly painted white mansion. It looked more like people were

moving into a new home and throwing a party. The only thing that

would make you second guess was the one person wearing casual

clothes, a ten dollar pair of pants guy ruined the composition.

He was so out-of-place that even the employees weren't paying him

any attention knowing by his dress code, he couldn't afford

anything.

Sebastian interrupted the dancing sunlight when he started

running his hand across the books spines as if he were playing a

xylophone. His other hand was in his pocket, rubbing the cheap

ink off of the newspaper clipping. The obituary and estate sale

address smudged and unreadable. Sebastian had waited for this

date almost a month now. He had fantasized about what was inside

this specific house, he had passed it thousands of times when he

walked to elementary school. The house groomed daily probably

painted monthly the house was alive with activity, exactly the

opposite of Sebastian's. He knew everything on display was out of

his price range, except for the books. Usually at yard sales and

sometimes even estate sales books are just a few quarters.



Sebastian knew he wasn't wealthy enough to buy an antique armoire

or even the 1500 thread count sheets stacked taller than the

luxurious kitchen table. Mumbling resentments he rested his hand

on a book while trying to blend into the cheapest items there so

he could continue spying and admiring.

His messenger bag was the only thing that was of any value, which

ironically he had purchased at an estate sale a few months ago.

Sebastian envied these people, he learned the only way to rub

shoulders with aristocrats was through estate sales. They are

usually open to the public and printed in the paper, Sebastian

always designated time for events like today. He would even take

a bus hours away to see what different and interesting things

were now for sale because the person had died. The act of

transference was strange and exciting, when you die and leave

this world all of your items still need to leave because you

can't take anything with you. Sebastian liked more than the

bargains, he was also bordering on obsession with death. But he

had good reason, he was living with a grandparent suffering the

hospitality that was hospice. His last family member and they

would be gone in just a few months. Sebastian's mind started

wandering back into reality, he started thinking if he would have

to have a yard sale when his grandmother died. A tidal wave of

anxiety soaked him to the bone. His hand moving extremely slow

pretending he was reading the  vertical titles of the books

stopped on the most peculiar book. It didn't have any markings



where the title or copyright number and symbol would have been,

and it seemed cold to the touch. This book felt like it had lived

inside a refrigerator until today. Now unthawing between

Dostoyevsky's "Crime and Punishment" and "The Possessed".

Sebastian removed the book as soon as it was in his hands the air

in his lungs felt cold and his knees became weak. Grimacing and

kneeling he was pretending to read the book, or at least that's

what any onlooker would see, when  he had had the wind knocked

out of him. A mask of fear had replaced Sebastian's normal face.

The only explanation he could think of was the book had somehow

done this to him. Taking a closer look at what he held in his

hands he realized the book lacked any formal signatures of

machine manufacturing. Without opening it he realized the book

was fashioned by hand. It looked like one of those ancient tomes

the history channel would show. Flipping through the book he

realized even the pages were made of all different types of

paper, and the format was strange. This was either the most

expensive book ever made or years of meticulous craftsmanship.

Sebastian immediately knew he had to have this book at any cost.

Gasping the humid heat of summer felt like it would suffocate him

if he took one more breath. Sebastian slowly stood up, bracing

himself against the three shelf bookcase where time had seemed to

stop. A quick glance at the catering table he saw the same

patrons, stainless steel martini shakers were shaking, lip stick



stained glasses were being hand washed. The ice sculpture peacock

wasn't even looking at fumbling Sebastian. His normal level of

mundane stealth had returned and the book dropped on the

manicured grass, it laid open to a random page. Sebastian still

pretending to pick out books from the lowest tier of the

bookcase, his eyes fixated on the nameless book laying at his

feet. The open pages revealed that it's contents were hand

written. Frowning Sebastian let a whisper escape his lips "There

is no way this is for sale, it's probably this dead guys personal

journal". Sebastian dropped his messengers satchel discretely

hiding the journal. He had never stolen anything more than a pack

of gum from the grocery store and even then he had gotten caught

and reprimanded. Sebastian discarded his moral conscience,

quickly and clumsily putting the journal into the hidden sleeve

of his messenger bag. Sebastian's heart felt like it was going to

beat out of his chest and he could taste the salty sweat dripping

into the corners of his mouth. He wasn't a thief, he genuinely

felt bad for stealing even if the previous owner was deceased. To

set his karma back into balance he decided to spend all of his

twenty dollars. Such a small amount of tender probably wouldn't

mean anything to these people but it was a huge sacrifice for

Sebastian.

Sebastian didn't want to be near his own crime scene a second

more than necessary, his eyes scanning the small white price

stickers ignoring the titles. He wasn't concerned with what he



purchased as long as the amount was twenty dollars. Sebastian

started to think somebody could have watched him, he decided it

would be best if he picked a book that was as close to where the

stolen journal would have been, leaving the shelf in slight

disarray it would be harder for someone to identify something

missing. He reached out and grabbed Dostoyevsky's "Crime and

Punishment" and if he wasn't so scared he could have enjoyed the

irony of his selection. With cash in hand he walked straight to

the cashier, attempting to turn on his mediocre charm hoping it

would show he was a 'good guy'. The woman looked like all the

other employees, wearing the same uniform and same fake smile.

Sebastian handed her the book and the twenty-dollar bill

simultaneously. She didn't even look at Sebastian. She peeled off

the white price tag and handed him back a hand written receipt.

Sebastian turned around and walked off the pristine property

grinning from ear to ear with satisfaction of not being

apprehended.

Don’t Be Afraid To Die

Sebastian was feeling extremely calm for having just committing

his second theft of his entire life. Something about having the

journal set him at ease, he genuinely thought he meant to find it

or it find him. The same way people are always saying they were

supposed to win the lottery, well this was Sebastian's turn at

winning. The book was radiating with intense possibilities.



Sebastian felt something new, probably the same way people feel

when they are drunk and the new year starts. Sebastian didn't

drink alcohol he could only assume this new feeling was similar

to being intoxicated, maybe more on the scale of how people feel

when they say they are in love, another thing Sebastian hadn't

experienced. Something was magical about the hand crafted,

hopefully not missed journal. The summer heat beat down on his

back and head making him walk even faster back to his

grandmothers house, he couldn't wait to see what was written

inside. His pace could almost be mistaken for a skip n' hop if

you were to pass him in a moving car. He was trying to make his

feet move as quickly as possible without running. He never

excelled at running or track and field as they called it in high

school. He was always hurting himself falling if he tried to move

his feet too fast. He wasn't clumsy just not very agile, his body

was meant for air conditioning and sitting at a desk not

endurance or physical competition.

His grandmother's house was in sight. It's paint fading and

peeling, the shutters hanging at all different angles from years

of neglect and never being repaired. The broken bathroom window,

the ivy climbing the entire left side of the house and now coming

in through the roof. It's gravel driveway scared Sebastian at the

speed he was going, he had too many memories of skinned knees to

not be safe. As he slowed his pace he remembered he'd have to sit

with his grandmother and tell her about all the interesting



things he saw, she loved any moment she could live vicariously

through Sebastian. She was now unable to leave the hospice bed.

She still had excellent hearing and thought her grandson's voice

was worthy of radio as she liked to describe it. Sebastian turned

the rusted doorknob as slowly as possible hoping to not wake her,

he wanted to go straight to his room and read every page of his

newly discovered contraband. He already felt guilty plotting to

escape his grandmother's questions. His cat burglar skills were

worse than awful, they didn't exist. It would be impossible to

move silently through such a dilapidated house, everything

creaked and screamed when any weight was applied. Sebastian's

only hope was that the hospice nurse had dispensed the

tranquilizer, pain-killer, stool softener cocktail. After a few

steps into the house the smell of baby powder, mold and diarrhea

assaulted his nostrils. Sebastian's face contorted into the same

over exaggeration a child's would at vegetables on a dinner

plate. Counting the steps to his bedroom, he was less than four

feet away from his bedroom when he heard his grandmother's raspy

voice call his name.

Sebastian never had any ill temperament towards his dying

grandmother but he was in no mood to entertain her with every

detail of all the ornate furniture or the vintage clothing, that

was her favorite. She probably always wished she could have

dressed in eloquent gowns or lounged in gaudy gold trimmed high-

backed chairs. Sebastian came from a long line of less than blue-



collar working family. He was actually one of the first  accepted

into college based purely on his academic scholarship. Before his

parents died in a car accident they were strict about education

being his priority, his father would've beat him blacker than

blue if he didn't do his homework or score high on tests. Being

adopted by his grandparents they had the same attitude towards

his learning but never would resort to violence if he didn't

receive good enough scores. Sebastian continued his aggressive

study habits as a way of keeping his parents memory alive. Only a

sophomore in college and he still maintained a great grade point

average. He had to or else his scholarship would dissolve, but

all his elective classes were in art. He dreamed of being a

famous comic book artist. He would take care of his dying

grandmother study hard in all his academic classes and miss sleep

to learn more candid art styles. Sebastian was busy at being

average.

Sebastian sat down beside his grandmother holding her fail hand,

it felt like a leather pouch filled with chicken cartilage and

stiff veins. He didn't look because the sense of touch was enough

to make him feel squeamish and he refused to offend his

grandmother after all she had done for him growing up. In a

whisper she told Sebastian to get her some ice chips. The

machines next to her deathbed were pumping and beeping, making

enough racket to drown out Sebastian's greedy thoughts

temporarily. He grabbed the near by ice chips and put one in his



toothless grandmothers mouth. She seemed relieved to have

Sebastian back home but her voice was so quiet that Sebastian

couldn't really hear any of the words she was trying to say,

Sebastian looked over and she had closed her eyes and fallen

asleep.

Dish Best Served Cold

Sebastian carefully placed his grandmother's hand on her frail

chest and raised the blanket to her chin, not only for her warmth

but also to hide all the plastic surgical tubing from his own

eyes. Sebastian's grandmother, Clarice Emily Smith chose to die

as slowly as possible for her grandson's benefit not her own. She

knew if she were to die he wouldn't have her social security

check to help him progress through college. If Sebastian knew the

truth he would euthanize her himself, but she kept that secret

from him. She explained that dying naturally was the way god had

intended, despite Sebastian not sharing the same religious

beliefs he respected hers enough to allow her to suffer. The

temptress of death was getting closer every day. She was becoming

less herself and more dependent on the pharmaceuticals to help

her body complete any task. As gruesome as her slow demise

appeared, Sebastian almost wished she would stay alive in her

small bed for the rest of his life. She was his only remaining

family member and soon he would be utterly alone. Quietly

Sebastian raised himself from the hard wooden chair next to his



grandmothers mechanical hospital issued bed. Before turning out

the lamp Sebastian studied the room like you would a familiar

painting. He was trying to embed the image for later retrieval

for when the room would soon be empty.

Two hundred watts of bright soft-white light cascaded down

illuminating Sebastian's immaculately clean bedroom. The sheets

on his mattress tucked tight into the corners with a single

pillow laying precisely in the middle of the small bed. The

minimal amount of things in Sebastian's bedroom gave it a sterile

feel, nothing like a hospital more like a museum. His walls

covered in all of his own artwork, all aligned perfectly and each

corner of every hand drawn picture wore white flat thumbtacks.

Everything was in its proper place, every pen capped and standing

vertically awaiting its next usage. As an aspiring artist

Sebastian had a very nice drawing board equip with a mounted

halogen lamp, and a steel ruler that ran the length of the table.

This particular drawing table had a hand-operated gear to adjust

its incline from horizontal all the way to vertical and every

angle between. It was originally owned by an architect that

probably didn't spare a single expense when purchased and now

because of his death, Sebastian had procured it at an estate

sale. It was the original reason for him visiting dead people's

homes. To search for things he'd never be able to buy new.

Sebastian thought of his pre-owned items as gifts from strangers.

Sebastian laid down on his bed ready to read the secret leather-



bound journal. He let his hands read the rough leather like a

blind person reads braille. Suddenly his heart began beating fast

and his armpits began to perspire. He was anxious to read every

page as if it were a relic from the past and he would be the

first person to discover a piece of world-changing history.

Sebastian delicately opened the journal to its first page. The

paper felt ribbed and woven together by the smallest fibers in

existence or maybe it had gotten wet then rolled tight to dry.

Being an artist Sebastian was familiar with almost every type of

modern paper and this wasn't like anything he had ever touched.

Also the ink wasn't from a typical pen, no ball point or felt tip

could ever create strokes like the ones he was seeing. He thought

perhaps it was written using a fountain pen, maybe even one from

the tenth century with a giant feather attached and constantly

needed dipping. He had only read what he assumed to be the date

in the upper right corner of the first page but he couldn't make

sense of the numbers. The date if that is what the numbers

represent didn't amount to any normal month or year, not in

American or European format. Sebastian's imagination fixated on

the numbers and began running wild with possibilities. Mesmerized

by the series of digits it took Sebastian a minute to realize he

had become paralyzed.

Bright Green Digital Display



Sebastian's eyes searched his small bedroom for any answer as too

how he could have become physically incapacitate. His eyes kept

darting back to the journal. Fixated on the numbers that

previously didn't make any sense, suddenly appeared clear and

readable. Today's date was written in the same fancy font as the

headlines of the New York Times. Comprehending the numbers

printed in the journal felt as relieving as solving the most

difficult calculus, Sebastian rewarded with mobility. He was back

in control of his body. He stood up from his bed letting the

journal hit the floor, but the book didn't make a sound as it

connected with the hardwood floor. Sebastian quickly started

towards his grandmother's bedroom, as he was running he noticed

his footsteps were as silent as the non-sound of the book

falling. The lamp was already turned on in his grandmother's room

and light was pouring out of the door frame into the hallway.

Sebastian was out of breath from running less than fifteen feet,

bracing himself against the already open door he was out of

breath and gasping. He thought maybe he was having an anxiety

attack, something he had been prone to since his parents fatal

car accident. The room was brighter than if the sun were shining

through each window and every light on, the amount and intensity

of light was almost blinding.

All of the hospice equipment was missing. Nothing was inside the

bed room except light. Sebastian fell to his knees confused and

frustrated. Crawling on his hands and knees, crying out for help.



Sebastian felt abandoned. He thought maybe for stealing the

journal his punishment was god stealing away his only remaining

family. Sebastian now curled himself into the fetal position and

began sobbing, for the first time since he was a teenager he

thought he wanted to kill himself. He wanted to be taken away

from this world. The light had become even brighter, almost

blinding to his tear soaked eyes. Sebastian couldn't think of

anything that could calm him. He couldn't hear his own crying or

any thoughts inside his head. Suddenly the sound of glass being

shattered challenged him to open his eyes. All three of the

bedroom windows smashed and water began pouring in as quickly as

if the house were a sinking ship. The cold water forced Sebastian

against the wall. The water hit him hard enough to knock the wind

from his lungs and the water had already risen above his head.

Soon the water would be to the ceiling. Sebastian tried to swim

with all of his might, the small amount of oxygen inside his

lungs was burning for release. His primal instinct for survival

focused on escape told him to swim towards the window but his

lungs couldn't take a second longer without being filled with new

air. Flailing his arms and legs against the current he couldn't

judge the distance he had traveled. He knew if the window wasn't

within grasp he would asphyxiate on the water. Sebastian forced

his eyes open, terrified he wouldn't be able to avoid drowning.

Sebastian opened his eyes, heart rate sky-high, his forehead and

palms were sweating but he was alive not drowned. He looked at



the digital clock beside his bed, one hour had passed since he

had gotten home. He had fallen asleep before even attempting to

start reading. Strangely proud of himself, Sebastian wasn't

scared after having such a terrible nightmare. He felt more

rested than if he had slept eight hours with dreams of bliss.

Smiling he looked down at the leather journal. He was even more

excited than before to read its entirety. Now for the first time

his hand lifted the incomparable cover, revealing 5.25 x 7.5

regular paper pages. Adjusting himself into a comfortable

position he started his literary journey.

Muse

The reading lamp beside Sebastian's bed didn't turn off all

night. He stayed awake throughout the entire night reading the

journals contents. Re-reading certain passages, taking notes,

even photographing the pages he liked most. He had been given a

cheap disposable 35mm camera at his last birthday party, the day

he received it only one photo got taken. The remaining twenty-six

pictures he spent documenting some of the stranger content of the

journal. Sebastian had studied all the pages from every angle and

it appeared to have more than one owner, five different hand

writing styles  throughout it's entirety. The book was the most

unique thing Sebastian had ever held in his own hands. It was a

work of art, each page had a new and different characteristic.

Multiple times he had to rotate the book in all directions to



read how the author had put the words on the page. Sometimes as

simple as upside down or in the form of a spiral, at times the

font became so small Sebastian had to retrieve his handheld

magnifying glass to read the smallest words. This journal was the

"Mona Lisa" of the literary world. It belong in a world-famous

museum hidden behind bulletproof glass but it was in Sebastian's

hands. The part that should have troubled Sebastian and not

fascinated him was that every page was a different persons

suicide note.

Sebastian's alarm clock started buzzing at 7am. Holding the

journal tightly to his chest he lazily turned off the alarm like

he did every morning. Missing a whole night of rest he wasn't

tired, instead he felt revitalized like the journal had given him

new strength. He was now dreading school not because he didn't

want to learn but because he would have to separate himself from

the journal. He realized he needed to hide it someplace safe, so

nobody could take it away from him. He meticulously scanned his

bedroom for the perfect hiding place. After mentally debating

with himself where it would best be hidden he decided on the

inside his mattress. The same clichÃ© place thieves hide cash and

prison inmates hide homemade knives. He finally understood why

people hide things under their pillows, so nobody could take it

from you while you were sleeping. Sebastian dressed himself

staring at his skinny mattress while all the images of the

journal flashed through his mind like a slide show. Breaking his



concentration he heard the front door being opened and the

daytime hospice nurse announcing herself.

He grabbed his messenger bag filled with school supplies and

hurriedly brought himself to his grandmothers bedside to say

good-bye. Sebastian exchanged pleasantries with the nurse while

his grandmother attempted to 'fix' his hair as if he were still a

child. Explaining he would be tardy for class if he didn't leave

right away he headed for the front door and into the bright world

that awaited. Not owning a car and rarely having money for public

transit, Sebastian usually walked to school. Already regretting

spending all of his twenty dollars at the estate sale the

previous day because the sun was relentless he would have gladly

ridden the bus. City dwelling pedestrians including himself were

sweating as if they were in an oven set to broil. Sebastian

passed a taller good-looking gentleman wearing an expensive suit,

complete with blazer and tie, Sebastian imagined he must hate the

sun's heat as well. Thinking of the sun cooking everyone put a

smirk across Sebastian's not so handsome face as he continued his

trek to his first class of the day. The building was just another

block away and his air conditioning savior called English 102 was

beginning in less than five minutes.

Sebastian took his seat with only seconds to spare before the

teacher closed the heavy double doors. As usual he sat alone.

None of the other students considered Sebastian a friend, at



least not in any of his mandatory academic classes. He did have

one friend in his art class named Rhys. Sebastian was fairly

certain it wasn't his birth name, he probably made it up to sound

cool and foreign. Sebastian couldn't wait to tell someone else

about his new discovery. A book of suicide notes and he knew that

would be impressive to somebody like Rhys. He was part of the

underground subculture called goth. Sebastian would have liked to

have joined the dark forces but unfortunately being a member

meant buying expensive name brand clothes and maintaining a fifty

dollar haircut. Sebastian vicariously lived it through his

friend, who also helped him work on his art skills. He learned a

lot of candid techniques from Rhys because he was a senior

graphic designer. Sebastian's daydream was rehearsing different

ways to explain the journal when the teacher asked for his

personal attention. The teacher started to explain that he would

be resigning for a non-specific reason and they would have a new

teacher coming next week. Sebastian didn't understand why it was

so important that the class had to listen to his disgruntled

opinion about how English should be taught. Then followed a

speech about how he deserved tenure. His teachers words started

to dismantle then rearrange themselves into a morbid suicide

threat. Sebastian realized he had briefly been hallucinating. He

reassured himself it was from lack of sleep. His thoughts weren't

normally so morose. As soon as the teacher sat down he told the

class to read chapter 3 and answer the review questions.

Sebastian started to read his textbook when he realized maybe he



should keep the journal a secret. He feared being peer pressured

into letting anyone barrow it. Sebastian's daydreams about the

journal filled the remainder of the two hour class.

Purgatory

The campus streets had warmed to an even 350Â° degrees

Fahrenheit, perfect for cooking students lacking competent

advisers who would have arranged class times closer together.

Sebastian had an irregular school schedule because it was

dependent on his scholarship and that meant getting the worst

teachers and worst class times. Sebastian had 4 hours to occupy

until his next class, normally he would study in the library and

on Fridays his art teacher allowed him to sit in the back of his

advanced class, with the condition Sebastian pretended to be a

ghost. He was sitting in the direct sunlight. The school recently

constructed planters that held dog wood trees that one day would

mature to look beautiful but not until long after Sebastian's

scholarship expired. That was what Sebastian had chosen as a

chair today. The two-inch thick tree provide centimeters of

shade, probably cruel enough for the circles of Dante's hell.

Sebastian was able to ignore the vicious heat by focusing on the

journal hidden inside his mattress. He was curious if it was

safe. His grandmother couldn't leave her own bed but what if one

of the hospice nurses went inside his room, what if someone had

followed him from the estate sale and had laid in wait to



retrieve what was rightfully theirs? Sebastian's anxiety widened

his eyes, a droplet of sweat resting on his eyelash fell to the

ground like a tear. Sebastian looking down at the water stain

thought maybe it was a tear. He had tears in his eyes thinking of

losing the journal. That single tear drop ended his temptations

to share the journal. It even decided what he would do before his

next class, return home and make sure the journal was still

hidden from the world.

Insurgence

Five school days had passed and Sebastian noticed carrying a

journal full of suicide notes didn't change his life. Excellently

hiding the journal from everyone, purposeful in hopes that the

strange journal's contents would enrich the world around him. The

only difference anyone would ever notice would be the added

weight to his messenger bag, but nobody noticed Sebastian, not

now and never before his discovery of macabre. At night when the

world was sleeping he continued searching the journal for cryptic

messages or hidden meanings. He started thinking maybe he needed

to show it to his friend. The fears of having the journal taken

away from him subsided in comparison to having somebody assure

him of the journal's authenticity and he knew Rhys's artistic

eyes could spot a fake. Rhys was awarded for proving the school

had bought a fake piece of artwork. He was maniacal with details

because he spent every waking moment studying art. Sebastian's



narcissism of thinking the journal should award him with special

powers was such an absolutely pathetic idea he humored for the

fist few days and now seeing that the only effect the book had

was giving him strange dreams, he started to feel greedy not

sharing it. Sebastian decided to transcribe the books contents by

hand the night before it's unveiling. He didn't have the money to

buy another camera to take any more photos and he didn't feel

comfortable xeroxing it in the public library. It only took him a

few hours to mimic the entire book he had practically memorized

from reading it so often since he had received it the previous

weekend.

Sebastian cracked his knuckles, capped the pen he used to copy

ever page exactly as they appeared in the journal. His head

spinning from the intense effort he put forth trying to replicate

such a perfect copy. He rested his forehead on the original

journal, and let his arms fall lifelessly to his sides letting

the blood return to his fingers. While working on the

transcription he put his architects drawing board at a 40Â° angle

allowing for perfect viewing at the cost of having his arms fall

asleep. His shoulders felt like the devil himself were

administering a massage. He could feel the sweat forming between

his skin and the leather cover of the journal. Curious of how

long the process had taken Sebastian attempted to turn around and

look at his bedside alarm clock. Every muscle seized, he felt

like he had turned into a marionette doll and the person in



control of the strings was either an amateur or a sadistic

puppeteer. Violently his head jerked towards the bed but over

shot the view of the clock. Soon his body followed in the same

ridged motion. Every movement promoted motions sickness while

simultaneously his limbs seemed to all have minds of their own

and they wanted to rip him apart. Sebastian's mind while vividly

animating his torment was also instilled with fear that he was

suffering a Grand Mal seizure. Remembering from  health class

having a seizure he wouldn't be aware of it happening, quickly

his mind returned to the possibility of a diabolical puppet

master. Now his debilitated body lay face down on the floor

breathing in the dust mites from the carpet. The amount of time

passing didn't matter to Sebastian, nothing mattered anymore. He

couldn't think about anything other than the exposed journal. His

panicked mind reeled with the possibility the estate sales

employees had reported it as stolen. If the paramedics were to

come to his house they would find the journal or worse if the

police came they would surely confiscate it and probably his hand

written clone as evidence. His inaugural criminal career was

catching up with him and his mind was telling him that he had

become cornered and they were closing in, helicopters in route.

The SWAT team would be crashing through the windows while the

front door shattered by battering ram and then every police

officer in the state would pour into his grandmother's house.

Sebastian's fear had onset a dramatic scene and it wasn't

slowing. He could hear the walkie-talkie static outside his



window, heavy boots marching through the front yard. His heart

beat was erratic and his doll-like body was the worst burden he

could imagine. Using all of his meager strength, Sebastian

managed to erect himself and clumsily put himself back in front

of the suicide journal and the new clone. The sound of the front

door being shattered and floodlights pouring into the house made

Sebastian thinking the most drastic actions. He knew it would

only be a fraction of second before a highly trained tactical FBI

agent barrel rolled through this bedroom window to apprehend him

and take away the journal, probably giving his grandmother a

heart attack in the process. He couldn't handle the

embarrassment, scanning his desk the only option gleamed. His art

scalpel highlighted in the halogen desk lamp, Sebastian using all

of his mental and physical stamina. He plunged the scalpel deep

inside his neck, severing the larynx. The hot blood poured out of

the wound soaking his hand, pouring to the floor. His blood

soaked his entire body. It started to pool around his desk chair,

saturating the carpet and seeping deep into the floorboards.

Sebastian's head fell forward landing right where it had been

when he had finished transcribing the journal.

From the corner of his eye Sebastian looked to the window, there

was no armored federal agent. The window was intact as well as

his neck. The only thing that had soaked his body was sweat.

Sebastian had fallen asleep immediately after finishing his

copying the journal. Another horrific nightmare was the only



thing that invaded his bedroom, the extent of the journal's

power. It evoked bad dreams. Sebastian wiped away perspiration

from his forehead while wearing an awkward smile. The dream

seemed more of a relief than a punishment. Looking through his

clone of the journal he realized that his work was meticulous and

impressive. Feeling satisfied Sebastian placed a binder clip onto

his version and hid it in his mattress where he previously had

decided to  hide the journal the first day he read it. His dream

of being apprehend had put his paranoia into overdrive and he

couldn't think of a reason not to hide the copy, he had prepared

it so well that it was just as amazing as the original. Laying

down in his bed Sebastian didn't know if he would be able to

sleep anymore but he was confident that tomorrow he would show

Rhys the suicide journal. He let his imagination create different

scenarios that involved Rhys finding something he previously over

looked, finding a secret that would justify all the nightmares.

The alarm next to Sebastian's bed started emitting annoyingly

loud static only achieved by setting the dial between working FM

stations letting him know it was 7am and the day for his suicide

journal's unveiling. As he went through his morning routine

Sebastian remembered another exciting event that would occur

today, the arrival of his newly appointed English teacher. The

rumor around campus was that it was a going to be a very pretty

young woman teaching his class, Sebastian was very happy to

imagine a beautiful girl standing in the same room as him. He



started to think of how he could impress her or at least get her

attention. Sebastian knew his looks wouldn't get the attention he

desired but maybe he could write something that would appeal to

her. While his mind drifted into the territory of women it

quickly became clouded with how Rhys was so good with the

opposite sex. Checking the contents of his messenger bag for the

third time, Sebastian thought he may ask Rhys for some tips on

dating too. Sebastian knew he could always change the subject to

girls if showing the journal to Rhys turned out  a bad idea. With

so many things surrounding his upcoming meeting later Sebastian

forgot to tell his grandmother goodbye. He didn't even notice

until he was half way to school. His mind was running on all

cylinders thinking of how to present the suicide notes without

seeming like a lunatic. Sebastian thought of all the ways he

could dodge questions he couldn't anticipate and how he would

prevent Rhys from borrowing the journal. He would be impressed

with something so dark and mysterious, surely he'll want to

barrow it and that was the last thing Sebastian would allow. With

all these questions running through his head he barely paid any

attention to anything his whole way to school. Completely lost in

his own thoughts, when a hand grabbed Sebastian's shoulder it

startled him enough he put his hands up like being held at gun

point.

Impute



Startled to mesmerized, Rhys's unexpected appearance was strange

this early in the day. Fueled by espresso his tongue automated

each syllable perfectly and proficiency his words soared from his

perfectly shaped lips into Sebastian's over sized ears. Rhys was

performing his routine of explanation not allowing a proper back

and forth dialog. Sebastian would be at his mercy until either

the high dose of caffeine wore off or Rhys acquired whatever he

was after and it must have been important for him to go out of

his way and find Sebastian. People had to step four times further

than usual to pass by Rhys's animated arm movements, he wielded a

lit cigarette and was not being cautious of whom it could touch

while he danced around explaining his new-found lust for

Sebastian's new English teacher. Sebastian's puzzled look turned

disgruntled when Rhys started physically acting out all the

obscene sexual acts he wanted to perform with his new teacher.

The conversation slowed and the real reason finally escaped

Rhys's perverted vivid imagination. He had over heard that the

first assignment his new teacher would be asking of her students

was to create a writers resume, to showcase everyone's "bullshit

wannabe aspirations" was how Rhys described the writing exercise.

He wanted Sebastian to forfeit this assignment to plant Rhys's

personalized love letter in its place. Like a magician Rhys

produced a very official looking resume, except where skills and

work history would normally be written was poetry and his phone

number.



Sebastian didn't hesitate grabbing the false resume. He knew he

would do anything Rhys asked especially since he wanted to show

off the suicide journal for approval. Sebastian didn't get one

sentence into describing his new-found treasure before Rhys

snapped his fingers saying "let me see or don't waste my time".

Sebastian wanted this to be a special event, at minimum private.

Against his better judgment Sebastian slipped his hand into the

messenger bag and felt the journal. He let his hand linger on it

for as many seconds as possible before Rhys gained control of it.

Sebastian's heart started pounding and his palms became coated in

sweat. The fear of being separated from the journal started to

send waves of nausea and anxiety through his whole being. A few

seconds of agony and Sebastian was already trying to think of

reasons for needing the book back. Sebastian's horror interrupted

by Rhys "Seb, You feelin' alright? You look more pale than usual

and it's kinda making me feel sick." After the comment Rhys

started pretending to throw up while laughing. Sebastian regained

control of his appearance and even managed to get out a good long

sentence about finding it in the public library. No matter how

close of friends they were Sebastian didn't feel comfortable

saying he stole the journal. Rhys started flipping through the

pages rapidly, not reading any of it. Sebastian thought he would

have found every detail as exhilarating as when he first found it

last week in the hot summer sun. Sebastian's confusion dismissed

when Rhys read one of the shorter entries. Rhys's normal

expressions were gone, whatever he had read changed his whole



demeanor. Standing still and holding his breath Sebastian was

trying to guess which entry had captivated him.

Rhys stared Sebastian in the eyes, extremely pissed off. Rhys

closed the book while taking a step towards Sebastian, he thrust

the journal into Sebastian's chest almost knocking the wind from

his lungs. "What kinda sick joke is this? How far out of your way

did you have to go to find my brothers suicide note and then

write it in this stupid journal? And for what? To get my

attention? Some kinda practical joke?" Sebastian had never known

anything about the death of Rhys's older brother and now he was

being blamed for something that seemed impossible. Rhys was

already ten steps beyond catching up to explain anything.

Sebastian was in awe knowing the journal had real people's

suicide notes written on each page. He handed it to Rhys and

within seconds he found his own brothers suicide note. What had

just happened put Sebastian into a state of ecstasy, he always

wished the journal was unique and after what just happened how

could it not be.

The suicide journal was resting peacefully inside the messenger

bag's hidden pocket. Sebastian couldn't remove the grin from his

face the whole walk to his English class. Even if the journal had

stirred up bad memories for Rhys, the journal now authenticated.

Sebastian knew he could patch things with Rhys later by

explaining that he had no prior information that Rhys had a



deceased older brother. Sebastian was beside himself with joy

knowing the journal was more than art, it was special and

belonged to him. All the time and late nights of studying each

page, the bad dreams and paranoia were just the tip of the ice

berg. The journal was strange and beautiful and filled relevant

secrets. Sebastian couldn't think of a better thing he had ever

owned. He had forgotten all about meeting his new teacher, all of

his previous ideas about the day were gone and replaced with even

more than his usual thoughts of the journal being special.

Sebastian sat alone as usual. While he waited for class to begin

he read Rhys's resume designed for love. Sebastian thought it was

pathetic trying to get a teacher to go out on a date but if

anyone could accomplish this strange feat it would defiantly be

Rhys. While he vicariously day dreamed of what it would be like

to have enough confidence to do something daring, his new teacher

appeared at the front of the class. Rhys had been right, she was

gorgeous. She was slender while still maintaining a feminine

body, she even had a streak of dyed red hair in her bangs that

were cascading down the left side of her face. She was young

enough to be a teacher's assistant. Sebastian was regretting not

paying attention to the details about her when Rhys was telling

them earlier, but at the time all he was thinking about was the

journal. Quickly Sebastian attempted to straighten out the

wrinkles in his shirt. Then retrieved the textbook from his

messenger bag and started to pretend he was taking notes, when



actually he was writing himself notes about how to search for

real life suicide notes. If Rhys's brothers was in there, other

people's were and he wanted to know who and why.

Emergency Contraceptive

The ink lubricated ball traveled in all directions leaving behind

blue lines, swoops, and dots. Sebastian's left hand was

manipulating the cheap Bic ballpoint pen vigorously creating a

list of ideas on how to obtain suicide reports. His creative

determination shielded his eyes from his new enticing instructor.

He was more concerned with  smudging his writing with the heel of

his palm. His grandmother's social security check didn't allow

him the privilege of buying left-handed school supplies, he

didn't care. Sebastian never thought of his dominate hand as a

handicap. It made him more aware of the surrounding environment,

everything needed extra assessment. It changed where he could sit

comfortably at a dinner table or how he held his hand one inch

higher from the page than most people. Sebastian once heard that

'left handed' roughly translated to sinister using the dead

language Latin. Whenever someone spoke the word 'sinister',

Sebastian imagined himself as an evil super villain or mad

scientist holding the world in his left hand.

His day dreams of grandeur quickly dissipated when he heard his

name being called. The tone was refreshing, not like all his



previous teachers that seemed to fumble the pronunciation

purposely embarrassing him in front of his peers. Adults seemed

to dislike Sebastian more than people the same age as him, but

hearing the new tone of his 3 syllable name sounded timid and

alluring. He answered as confidently as possible. "Yes... Um...

Here. I mean.. present. Sorry, Hi. I'm Sebastian." His descent

into blundering fool was more embarrassing than if she had

pronounced his name wrong. The whole class snickering at

Sebastian's word vomit put to ease as fast as possible when the

teacher immediately called the next persons name on the list

saying it loud and repeating it without hesitation to mark

whomever it was absent. Sebastian's relief was astounding,

normally the teacher would have let the whole class continue

laughing until they bored. Sebastian hid his smile, putting

attention back to the list he was writing when she had disrupted

his work only a few moments ago. When his eyes returned to the

page it wasn't a list of anything, it was a page from the

journal. He had subconsciously written one of the entries. The

unexpected and remarkable paragraph he unknowingly transcribed

was about a teenager that suffocated himself using carbon dioxide

from a car exhaust. Sebastian tapped the pen on the paper

incisively, a strange feeling of satisfaction disguised his

confusion. He had a feeling he had written Rhys's brother's

suicide note.

Twenty feet from Sebastian's desk was the chalk board. It covered



top to bottom in very girly script including the heart dotted

letter 'i' of her name, Claire Neville. Included on the

blackboard was the daily class assignments, homework, and her

personal email address. She explained that the school had not

provided her with an official email address yet and that nobody

should abuse the privilege of having her personal information. It

was her segue into plagiarism. She claimed to have a zero

tolerance for anyone lying about the writing they submit as their

own. The lecture she had prepared would scare anyone from ever

attempting to steal another authors work or even another

students. She was younger and exulted her youth saying she was on

the internet as much as anyone else in the classroom and she

would search every known forum for students sharing writing.

Sebastian liked how assertive she was about being original. He

had often questioned why other students wanted to cheat,

especially after he had worked so hard to be in college the risk

of being expelled was terrifying. He listened to every word she

said, wrote every word she told the class to document. Sebastian

captivated by her beauty. He hadn't thought about the journal in

his messenger bag for nearly an hour. He did start to think about

how incredibly stupid it was going to be when he turned in Rhys's

love letter instead of a real resume. Sebastian didn't even

attempt to argue with his previous promise, he would do as Rhys

asked without question. His loyalty was with his friend, but

biologically his rock hard erection was trying to persuade him

into changing the name and phone number on Rhys's poetry.



Sebastian started to feel more awkward than when he messed up

during the morning roll call.

Seconds turned into minutes and soon those minutes would

accumulate into an hour and his penis would be traumatized from

the pressure of not being able to masturbate. If he had sat in

the back of the classroom he would have attempted to relieve

himself, but instead he was front row with the sexual

protagonist. Sebastian scanned his memory for all sorts of things

that would normally calm his out-of-place erections. His parents

dead bodies, his sickly grandmother, his grandfathers funeral but

nothing was working. His time in class was about to expire and he

would have to walk out in shame, maybe sent to see the school

nurse or worse the dean. Sebastian prepared himself for complete

degradation. He had cleared everything from his desk with

exception of Rhys's stupid love resume. Sebastian's eyes went

left to right, reading every word printed on it. After finishing

the task reading Rhys's bad writing his erection disappeared and

replaced by contempt for his friend. He felt ashamed that his new

charming teacher would have to read these awful limericks.

Sebastian tried to blend into the single file line of students on

their way to drop off their writers resumes on her desk, he

wanted to blend in more than ever. He couldn't handle a one on

one conversation with Claire, not knowing how his penis would

react. Maybe it was luck or maybe it was the person before

Sebastian's turn at the front of the desk the student before him



wanted to explain something about his rÃ©sumÃ© as an excuse to

hit on her. Sebastian couldn't have been happier to drop off the

fraudulent resume, without hesitation he escaped the class by

running. Nearly knocking over a few different students with his

clumsy dash he let his feet go faster than his mind and he ran

straight into the hallway and into the adjacent classroom.

Perfectly Defect

Claire sat at her desk maintaining a calm and empowering stare

into every students eyes as they carelessly dropped their writers

resumes on her desk. Her psychiatrist tried to prepare her for

this moment for the past six months. Two sessions per week for

six months, forty-eight times she sat with her doctor in hopes

that when she stood at the front of the class room she felt like

a teacher and not an emotionally disemboweled human with clinical

depression. She counted the seconds it took the last student to

reach the door from leaving her desk. As soon as the heavy door

clicked shut, she grabbed her purse and emptied its entire

contents on her desk. The prescription bottle fell at the same

speed as all her make-up, pens, and tampons. She had specifically

asked the pharmacy to put a 'easy open top', just in case of an

emergency where she would be having a panic attack and not be

able to open the bottle. Instead she fractured her perfect french

manicure pressing and twisting the cap. She thought it was a fair

trade as soon as the medication revealed it's designed effects,



one ruined fingernail for a one blue tablet of Valium. Holding

her head she tried being a statue, when removing her hands she

noticed fresh make-up stains. Claire's eyeliner streaked her

cheeks, staring at her desk covered in all of her personal

belongings, it looked as disorganized as her life.

Ten minutes passed in which Claire had restored the desk back to

a clean slate. The whole time she pretended the items were her

emotions. She carefully placed her cellphone in its appropriate

pocket, muttering to herself "and this is where your self-esteem

goes, see it fits perfect." Continuing in the same merry tone for

every item and every possible emotion. Upon completion she felt a

sense of self achievement. Often Claire spoke aloud to herself,

for exception of her therapist she didn't talk to anyone. She

moved away from everything she had ever known, without taking

into consideration that her social anxiety would make it

impossible to make friends. Her intention was to move away from

the pain and misery of the past and accept the cruel world as an

individual. She was a teacher by credential not by nature. She

accepted the job hoping being around younger people she wouldn't

feel intimidated but it seemed her students were more judging

than she expected. Thumbing through all the resumes the students

had submitted, the oppressive effects of the tranquilizer decided

for her to take them home to read later. She made special

arrangement's with the school to only teach one class, as

embarrassing as it was to explain her disorder, the



administration was very understanding and allowed her to teach

the one class twice a week. Five hours of her life would be spent

on the college campus and not a second longer.

Hot water, effervescent salts, and lavender-scented bubbles

surrounded Claire. The mixture of white wine and Valium made her

feel buoyant while laying in the porcelain bathtub. The bathroom

door remained open while one of her favorite CD's played in the

adjacent room. The spiritually insightful lyrics of Maynard James

Keenan reverberated through her mind while she read her students

resume assignments. Almost every person in her class put either

CEO or Editor-in-Chief as part of their work history, she

dolefully finished each rÃ©sumÃ© hoping that at least one of her

students would have a brain. The one resume that wasn't written

on regular notebook paper was printed using a computer printer.

It didn't just strike her as odd, it seemed impossible. She

reassured herself that no amount of anxiety would allow her to

ignore a computer printer hard at work instead of a students

pencil. Her intrigue made her sit up in the tub, she reached for

her reading glasses that were resting on the sink corner. If

anyone was present in her apartment they would have admired her

perky breasts resting above the bubbles, perfect slope and her

nipples were symmetrically identical. She had the body of a model

not a teacher. The bottom of the eggshell card stock resume was

resting on the her damp chest. The expensive paper and high

quality ink used insinuated this was one of her students real



resume. She started smiling, she was so happy to think a real

writer might be hiding among her other dimwitted students.

Quickly her smile reverted back into a thin line, then change to

an awkward shape you could only make if you were truly disgusted.

"Really? Anal sex? Are you fucking kidding me!?" She said it

aloud as if the writer could hear her complain. Undoubtedly

pranked her first day. She scanned the paper for clues pretending

she had detective skills or forensic goggles allowing her to see

DNA or finger prints. But none of that was necessary the culprit

had included his name and phone number. This was confusing and

more elaborate than a prank, especially from the lack of talent

that her class portrayed. Her paranoia that it could be a

colleague subsided with the second read. The author while

talented described intercourse exactly how you would imagine it

from watching too much porno. It was written with an active

imagination fueled with the idea that all women are objects, "As

if we're only here on this planet to fuck and suck you... mister

Rhys!" Claire while vocalizing her resentment towards the author

wouldn't let it ruin her night. She put it with the other resumes

and rested her glasses on top of the papers. She would find out

who Rhys was, but not now, now she wanted to forget he ever

existed. Claire submerged her whole body underneath the now

lukewarm water slowly exhaling her breath, pretending to let

herself drown.

Spermium und Koma



The accidental erection during class had dissolved any of

Sebastian's remaining courage. After escaping the class he

decided to masturbate in the boy's bathroom. The swell of

Claire's breasts were still visible if he closed his eyes. He

wanted to cum as quickly as possible, he started imagining her

act out all the vulgar activities described in the phoney resume.

While vigorously jerking his small penis, tears fell out of his

eyes, his cock spilled sperm on the dirty tile floor. Sebastian

realized he wasn't fantasizing about himself having sex with

Claire, he was thinking of Rhys. Disgusted with himself, he

cleaned his ejaculation from the floor and washed his hands using

the worst smelling cheap pink soap the school could afford. He

didn't leave the bathroom for the next two hours. In the

beginning he was scared someone knew what he had done and they

would be waiting for him outside the door, ready to administer

whatever judgment they thought a weakling pervert deserved. After

twenty minutes of hyperventilating, sitting underneath the sink

he started reading the suicide journal. Sebastian read some of

his favorite entries, one in particular involved a girl still in

her preteen years. He was envious of how empowered this little

girl must have been to kill herself at such a young age.

Sebastian thought all the people in the journal were stronger and

better than himself, if the suicides were real. Sebastian refused

the idea of being envious to fictional characters. He had read

the same entry for over an hour, when the pungent stench of urine



persuaded him to leave the bathroom and find Rhys for an

unscheduled meeting.

Sebastian paced in front of the "Arts &amp; Humanity" building

entrance, rehearsing his apology. His movements rigid like a

wind-up toy, abruptly stopping mid-step while pretending to

converse with an invisible person. Sometimes even audibly

starting sentences, then shaking his head with self-doubt.

Staring at his messenger bag, he pretended he had X-ray vision

and could see every individual page of the journal, he mentally

started to flip through the pages. Sebastian deeply submerged in

his imagination, didn't notice Rhys had walked out of the

building and was standing right beside him. "Sebastian the

Statue." Rhys said as fast as possible initiating his dominant

presence. "No, no. That's not a good enough title. Besides nobody

knows your name. How bout'... "The Perspiring Coma Patient?"

Rhys's laugh was loud enough to get attention from a group of

students half a block away, but Sebastian remained oblivious to

Rhys's arrival. "Hey! Sebastian, coma boy!? You in there?" Rhys

lit a cigarette using his black Zippo lighter. His motions were

mechanically smooth and fast paced, the process resembled a magic

trick. He blew a thick stream of cigarette smoke into Sebastian's

face, sure to gain Sebastian's attention. Coughing and waving his

hands in front of his face, Sebastian tried to defend himself

from the onslaught of smoke.



Sweat raced down Sebastian's face while he attempted to explain

what the journal was, and since his understanding was minimal,

his explanation was at best vague and somewhat confusing. After a

few minutes of stumbling on every other word and saying "sorry"

at random intervals, he quit talking and used his shirt sleeve to

wipe the sweat from his forehead. Rhys's facial expression didn't

change once during his pathetic speech. Rhys decided to sum up

the theory, dreams, and authenticity with a simple shrug of his

shoulders. Sebastian was not satisfied with his story telling or

Rhys's lack of response. Feeling defeated Sebastian's voice had

become feeble and barely audible. "Will you at least accept my

apology? I didn't know about your brother, nor did I

intentionally want to hurt your feelings." Once again Rhys's

laughter echoed through the campus streets. "You didn't piss me

off, I just wanted you to deliver that love letter without

question, and I knew you would if you felt in debt to me." Rhys's

smirk backed up his story completely, he had outsmart Sebastian.

Rhys flicked his cigarette butt into the street while lighting

another, he performed this so fast, it looked like a magician

act. Sebastian turned his face to the setting sun in hopes that

it would hide the tears starting to form in his eyes. Sebastian

didn't understand why he was upset, he was familiar with Rhys's

abuse. It may have been the day-dream he had in the bathroom,

when Rhys invaded his subconscious to have sex with the only girl

in Sebastian's world. Rhys didn't care about Sebastian's well-

being, that's why his next question took Sebastian by surprise.



"Do you want a ride home?" Rhys had another hidden agenda, one

that Sebastian couldn't see even if he had X-ray vision.

No matter where Rhys was he acted like he owned it, and everyone

around should be front and center if he chooses to speak. His

feet propped on the only seat in Sebastian's small bedroom,

leaving Sebastian to sit on the floor. Two hours passed while

Rhys read every page of the hand-made leather journal. While Rhys

read to his heart's content, Sebastian pretended to do homework

secretly checking Rhys's face for any indication of what he was

thinking. The room was silent for exception of the window air

conditioning unit activating every few minutes. The room had been

stagnant for such a long time, Sebastian started losing hope that

Rhys would give any opinion. Immediately after Sebastian's doubts

were about to vocalize. Rhys jumped to his feet, soiling

Sebastian's bed sheets with his dirty boots. Rhys started talking

as fast as possible, "This is the bible of fucked up shit

Sebastian!" Rhys's overly excited comment sounded out of

character, he was even smiling. Sebastian stayed seated trying

his hardest to not show any emotion. He couldn't help but think

this was another cruel joke, designed specifically to belittle

him even more. "Don't just sit there pretending you don't feel

the same way. Earlier today you were acting like a little girl

trying to explain how much you liked this handbook of evil." Rhys

had jumped off the bed and was now waving the journal in

Sebastian's face like he had found the book and was being kind in



sharing. Rhys pushed Sebastian to the bed saying, "Shut up and

Listen!" What followed was a detailed visualization, describing

the journal from his own perspective. It sounded like someone

pitching a terrible idea for a B-horror flick to big-time movie

executives. Every chance Rhys got he would flip to his favorite

or more disturbing passages and read them aloud as if he had

written them. Rhys's enthusiasm for the book didn't shock

Sebastian, it worried him. He already knew the next question out

of Rhys's mouth would be if he could barrow it to show off to all

his goth friends. Without hesitation Rhys didn't ask to barrow

the book, he simply said he was taking it with him. As fast as

Rhys lights cigarettes, Sebastian jumped up and tackled Rhys.

Neither of them understood why they were wrestling. Sebastian

didn't even know he was capable of attacking someone, much less

hurting his only friend. He pinned Rhys to the floor, Saying

"You'll never have it!" and punched him in the face as hard as

possible.  Rhys didn't fight back, he let out one loud scream

signifying his defeat. Rhys's narcissism ended the fight, he

jumped up holding his bloody nose saying Sebastian ruined his

face. The scream had alerted Sebastian's grandmother's hospice

nurse. As Rhys was ushered into the bathroom for inspection by

the nurse, Sebastian grabbed the journal that had fallen to the

floor during the fight. He hurried to hide it in his mattress

with his hand written clone copy. Before Sebastian could

apologize, Rhys had already slammed the front door leaving

Sebastian to explain everything to the nurse.



Sebastian couldn't explain anything to anyone. He hadn't felt

emotions so powerful since his parents deaths. He kept asking

himself "Why?". He never wanted to hurt anybody, especially not

Rhys. The only acceptable idea was that the journal somehow made

him attack his friend. If the journal could give him nightmares

and calm his anxiety, it made sense that it could do even more.

Sebastian grabbed his painters scalpel from its designated cup on

his architects desk. Then slit his mattress from head to foot. He

wanted to recover both copies of the journal, without risk of

bending or scratching the original leather journal on the stiff

springs inside the mattress. If his grandmother could have gotten

out of her bed to investigate what her grandson was doing, she

would be disappointed with Sebastian's destructive decision. If

Sebastian had thought rationally he wouldn't have slammed his

door to avoid conversation with the hospice nurse. He would have

gone into his grandmother's room and explained it was a small

fight between friends and nothing to worry about, or talked about

his studies. He had avoided his grandmother for days now and in

doing so his grandmother was sleeping more and eating less. The

one person in her life she was living for had started to ignore

her. If Sebastian would have taken the time to talk to his

grandmother instead of cutting up his mattress and reading

suicide notes, he may have gotten to say good-bye for the last

time. Sebastian thought it would be best to have a third copy of

the journal. He wanted a hand written replica, his hand was



steady as he tracing the different styles of hand writing. It

flawlessly replicated as if the journal was copying itself using

Sebastian's hand as a medium. When he finished copying the

journal, he had finally thought of a way to apologize to Rhys. He

would give him a fourth copy of the journal, but it would be

missing select entries. Sebastian was certain the original

version had special powers. He figured if he gave Rhys an

imperfect copy it wouldn't have the power of the original, it

would just be random suicide notes all in Sebastian's regular

hand writing. When the sun started to touch the inside of

Sebastian's room he could see all the pages he had transcribed.

Hundreds of suicide notes covered his bedroom floor. He stood to

look at his work in awe and amazement when he heard a soft knock

on his bedroom door. He didn't want anyone to see what he had

done all night, he pressed his ear to the door. Nearly a minute

passed when he heard the soft voice of the day nurse. She was

requesting his presence. He assured her he would be out in just a

second. Ignoring the nurses request he deliriously started

collecting and organizing all the pages, astonished with his own

penmanship. His bedroom door opened a few inches revealing the

nurse, she said he had waited on the other side of the door for

nearly twenty minutes. Then with a grimace she said "I'm sorry,

your grandmother slipped into a coma last night while sleeping."

Chemical Achievements, Symphonic Disappointments



"Clickety-Clack"

"Clickety-Clack"

Acrylic press-on nails making rhythmic contact on a mechanical

keyboard. Agility and technique merge together, creating the

unique harmonious sound of typing. The sound was coming from the

adjacent side of the cubical, whomever was using the computer was

very accurate at keying. The erratic and distraught tapping of

the delete key was always easiest to single out and it wasn't

present during the mystery person's monotonous symphony. The loud

typing continued without interruption. The overhead fluorescent

lights made a quiet humming noise, sometimes the cylindrical bulb

second furthest to the left would flicker on, then off, and back

on. The chemicals and electricity struggling inside the glass to

create adequate light. Suddenly, the computer made a noise

designed to alert the user the machine required further

attention. The LCD monitor displayed Rhys's student ID, class

schedule and academic scores, typical student information.

Scrolling further down the page revealed personal and

professional history, his file was more detailed than a typical

student. Six years in attendance without receiving a diploma was

unexpected and interesting, but the apex of his file was a

detailed narration written by the school's most esteemed

psychology instructor. The psychiatrist's disturbing obsession

with Rhys bordered on unethical, maybe even breaking the law. He

had uploaded years of personal notes, hypothesis, even



diagnosis'. Further down the page he had attached photos of Rhys

and a web address http://localgoth.com/. Claire was nauseated

after reading such detailed information, this doctor had stalked

a student and documented it. Vicariously learning too much about

a person who was only a name twenty minutes ago, Claire felt

ashamed. Repulsed by her own actions, she pushed the wheeled

office chair away from the screen. She hoped being further away

from the screen would calm her racing heart. She tilted her head

as far back as possible, opening her eyes to view the world

upside-down. She was sitting in the school's library. The mystery

typing maestro had left unnoticed during her discovery. Without

the noise of the keyboard, deafening quiet seeped into her ears.

The room started to feel like it was getting smaller, she had

perverted her mind reading that doctors notes. Her anxiety

started at the tips of her fingers and toes, slowly coming

towards her heart and soul. She knew in only a few minutes her

anxiety would force her to run away from the library. She would

run from the computer, the dusty books, and stained carpet.

Before leaving she remembered selecting the print option, she

still needed his schedule to confront him about the love letter

disguised as a rÃ©sumÃ©. She removed her purse from the back of

the chair, then kicked it hoping to release some of the

aggression she had accumulated since sitting down. She sent it

spinning into cubical sure to cause destruction. Her dyed bangs

obstructed her field of vision, with a quick and rehearsed motion

she pulled her hair behind her left ear. Her hand didn't leave



her face, she began biting her index finger's cuticle. The green

in her eyes was barely noticeable when she moved them in such

hurried directions, she was searching for the network printer

where Rhys's schedule had printed. Running towards a group of

terminals and what looked like xerox machines she found the laser

printer, not so much with her eyes as her nose. The smell of hot

toner was abundant. The printer tray was holding more than thirty

pages, she accidentally printed Rhys's entire profile, including

the psychiatrist's stalker notes. An instance of clarity arrived

in Claire's mind. She took a deep breath and picked up the still

warm pages, she knew it would be safe in her possession, opposed

to in a waste basket. She hoped that if it were her personal life

in someone else's hands they would have the decency to destroy

the documents instead of leaving them out for everyone to read

and scrutinize. She rolled the pages as tightly as her hands

allowed, then hid them inside her purse. As she walking out of

the library she uttered "Now you owe me two apologies mister

Rhys."

The summer sun decided to take a day off allowing the clouds to

touch building tops and rain to touch the pavement. Claire didn't

bother to cover her hair from the light rain. All the students

and faculty were running to their destinations holding everything

they carried above their heads. She stifled a mocking laugh,

seeing everyone frantic over a few drops of water seemed

hilarious to Claire. Only a few steps away from the library she



was hesitant to laugh, feeling like she had just been mentally

molested. Though it was her who encroach on Rhys's personal life.

She couldn't get the pictures out of her head. The snapshots of

Rhys walking around campus without knowing someone was taking his

photo, it was an unsettling thought. It made her feel like the

staff wasn't above taking an eerie interest in her. Especially

the psychology department instructor. She needed to find a

picture of him as soon as possible so she would know who to avoid

in the future. She wasn't as familiar with the campus as the

people that were running to their classes. She needed a map to

locate her own classroom, and now she was looking for a building

that she had never seen. Befuddled with the situation, she needed

better directions than a class number and building address. She

thought it would be easy to ask a student where to find the "Arts

&amp; Humanity" building, but everyone was running so quickly she

knew she couldn't catch up to anyone while wearing high heels.

Discouraged and slightly paranoid, she thought it would be best

to get the information via; telephone from the administration

office. Looking over her shoulder she picked up her pace to her

own classroom. Somewhere she could look through the file on Rhys

without being noticed

Switchback, There's No Way To

The sunlight never touched this pristine bedroom. The decor was

metal, polished iron coiled to make an invisible platform for the



bed, stainless steel plates replaced windows. The decorator could

have been Sub-Zero kitchen appliances. With exception of black

the only other visible color was an iridescent glow of neon blue.

Cold cathode lights flickered in the corner furthest away from

the meat-locker stylized entrance door. Everything felt cold and

distant, or at least that's what the owner wanted people to feel

when they entered this room. With exception of this one 20x30

bedroom the house appeared normal, like any other million dollar

home. The owners never there, leaving it  filled with other

people's ideas, servants, one depressed and lonely son. Cultured

society attempt to pour their family money, history, and

occupations into the same mold as their parents. Building bigger

homes and driving more luxurious cars. A father, one of the

nations best child psychologist widowed with the birth of his

wife's bastard son, Rhys. Her death allowed for the worst

childhood a 'trust fund baby' could receive throughout Rhys's

life he watched his father molest every office intern or rape

every secretary he hired. Every court case settled with money not

prosecutions. Rhys grew up understanding with enough money, you

can buy anything. Once Rhys was declared an adult at the age of

eighteen, he attempted to punish his father saying he would

change his given name and run away. He did legally change his

name, but never left home. That birthday, almost nine years ago

he discovered his DNA was worthless in his fathers eyes. He

understood his childhood ostracism. He would never be anything

more than a debit from his fathers checking account. Neglect and



shame were his foundation. Becoming an adult his feminine facial

structure accented by one hundred-dollar make-up sessions. His

wardrobe brimming with tens of thousands of dollars worth of

clothing to hide his smaller physique while still making him look

in style. He created a new style for himself, one that liked the

idea of death and murder. Someone who became praised for their

depression not demonized. Ten's of thousands of dollars later,

Rhys emerged as 'goth' as possible from his riches he was born a

'omnipotent force', (at least his internet screen name

suggested). While he not only wore the clothes associated with

the subculture, he genuinely believed its doctrine resolutions.

Death and evil became came bliss and comfort. Everything evil was

now more embracing than his pathetic dreams of embrace by a

loving mother. During his transfiguration, his father never paid

any attention to him, the internet forums were very explicit

about this getting "well deserved attention". The idea of his

father's attention dissolved into a childish wish. No matter how

much make-up he wore or how tall his boots platforms grew or how

vulgar his shirts were, his father's attention was gone forever.

Rhys quit doing his song and dance out of spite and grew to love

'Lucifer', all the darkness in the world soaked to the core of

his body. Years later, he was the leader of a flock of more

confused people than himself and he guided them like a father of

lies. College was his playground, he could fuck every teenage

girl who thought he was attractive, rich, or the most evil person



on the planet. His father had set up an education fund for eight

years of college with zero expense to his other living fund, and

his savings accounts. He didn't care about anything the school

offered in terms of education. After flunking out of every class

for the first year, he realized he would need the teachers on his

side if he planned on staying enrolled for seven more years with

the intentions of only preying on younger people. During his

childhood he attended world renown schools, by age 12 he had more

education than most people would if they graduated with a

bachelor's degree. When he turned 16, he legally quit attending

school, but the four years of extra education had put him at a

level of most master graduates. University college was like

stepping back into his fifth grade classroom. His boredom almost

drove him to the point of insanity until he concluded that all

women pretend to like art, and he wanted more women in his life

and his bed. He eclipsed the competition. The art community

welcomed him as a modern-day Picasso, all technique with no

originality. Perfect for 'sculpture' is how the art teachers

described his future career. He didn't care what the teachers

thought he would become, the desired result was allowing him to

move around the school as an art prodigy. Now his days were all

spent in art classes, he rarely attended because he was too busy

fucking a 19-year-old art major. He had also taken a strong

liking in the past year to a Sebastian Holden. Their relationship

was on the fringe of homosexuality, no proof of this was

necessary to make it any more real or fake to the campus



community. Rhys was older, and had everything Sebastian ever

wanted, it was easy to believe they were sexual partners or even

that Sebastian was a male prostitute, servicing men that didn't

want to be labeled. Sebastian was your typical nobody and

belonged in the shadow of Rhys, a manipulator with ambition and

courage. Their friendship was confusing, it was surreal.

After reading the last few sentences Claire thought she was going

to lose her one granola bar and half a carton of yogurt lunch.

Her regrets were now emitting through her hands, they were

shaking. She had continued to read in hopes to find a reasonable

explanation, instead just more perverted obsession. She pictured

herself as rookie detective. In her day-dream the veteran guy on

the job would put his hand on her shoulder and say "Now ya' see

kid, we got something to go on. If it weren't for your diligent

work, we'd never know about this Holden character. Good work."

Pulling her hair behind her left ear, she smiled. Sebastian

Holden was in her English class. What were the odds? If she

taught math she could have probably figured them out. Instead of

trying to track down Rhys she would make his loser friend do it,

probably the same way Rhys made Sebastian turn in the fake

resume. "Poor Sebastian, you're getting abused by everyone." A

sinister laugh echoed after her statement. She had said it aloud

to hear how vindictive she sounded. She often talked with her

therapist about her not liking her own voice. Just one of the

many things Claire despised about herself. Her therapist told her



she should rehearse saying anything she felt uncomfortable saying

aloud, then when the time came she would sound more convincing.

She spent the next forty-five minutes rephrasing and rehearsing a

few simple sentences. She wanted Sebastian to bring Rhys to her

and make him feel it was his only option. Claire wasn't good at

being stern, she leaned more on her natural talent, seduction.

She hoped this Sebastian guy really wasn't gay and that was just

the notes of the resident psychopath psychology professor. "Sick

Fuck!" She laughed out loud at her self. She was practicing what

she would say when she finally came face to face with instructor

"psycho-sikco", her pet name for the maniac who wrote everything

in Rhys's personal file. "SICK FUCK, PSYCHO-SICKO!" While Claire

was yelling at the wall she didn't notice the door to her

classroom had opened and a student was nervously waiting for a

response as to if she should enter the room.

Only Tears Will Come

"You handed me the gun. You told me... You told me to use it. You

told me it would release me from all this torment. I've had the

pistol for two weeks. I promised you that when I took aim, I

wouldn't hesitate. I lied. I always lied to you. I've pulled the

trigger so many times without the bullets loaded. But now, after

I've called your phone and left too many messages. It's clear you

don't want to talk to me. The only way I know you'll ever hear

what I want to tell you is to write it here... it'll be the last



thing I ever write, the last thing I ever think or say... I love

you â–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆ â–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆ"

Sebastian read this entry repeatedly while he waited in the foyer

as instructed by one of Rhys's servants. He had never been inside

Rhys's house. The mansion looked like a french castle, the

structure built with different shapes and sizes of grey stone,

complete with imitation towers on the corners. Sebastian had

never been invited, and this time was no exception. Another ten

minutes passed. He continued to read the same entry, criticizing

his own hand writing. He was contemplating if Rhys would notice

the missing entries. Sebastian hoped to use this copied version

of the journal as a peace-offering. He was so ashamed of

attacking his only friend, and now he was giving him a partial

copy of a book, not even the real version. He had waited for

nearly a half hour, and with every passing second he kept

thinking he should just leave. He started to feel ridiculous,

thinking suicide notes would improve their friendship. Sebastian

had replayed the events that led up to the fight, he remembered

how enthusiastic Rhys was about the journal, it was probably the

first time he had ever seen Rhys so happy, then he snatched it

away. Sebastian sighed, he mental beat himself up about the

situation. Maybe Rhys wouldn't even come downstairs, with that

option seeming very possible, Sebastian started looking for the

person who answered the door. He would ask to borrow paper, and

write a note, then leave the discrepant version of the journal.



He walked through three or maybe even four rooms, after leaving

the main entrance the house turned into a maze. Sebastian was so

far out of his element he bumped into every object that wasn't a

wall. He kept thinking to himself "How could anybody use this

much space?" After getting lost in less than one minute, he

decided to retrace his steps and do as he was told, wait. In the

short time he wandered away from the designated waiting area,

Rhys was sitting where he had been just a few moments ago. He had

on a mask, it was translucent, nothing like a Halloween mask. His

voice subdued due to the strange mask he was wearing. "Did you

come to finish the job Muhammad Ali?" Rhys's voice was ominous

and frigid, it sent chills down Sebastian's back. Stammering out

a sentence so quiet even Sebastian didn't fully know what he had

said. After ruining his attempted apology he extended his arms

holding the copied journal. Sebastian officially thought this was

a terrible idea, bothering Rhys, giving him a partial copy of the

suicide journal, everything. Rhys started to laugh. He continued

laughing for what seemed an eternity to Sebastian. "Come here

Sebastian, what bullshit did you bring me? A hand written

apology? Is it signed with your tears?" Sebastian didn't want to

upset Rhys any further, but he didn't want to be mocked either.

"It's a copy of the journal. I hand wrote it, as an apology!"

Sebastian started walking towards Rhys when he shouted, "Stop!

Don't come any closer Van Diesel." Sebastian stopped mid-step,

and continued to listen. "I don't want you and your filth getting

near me, I had plastic surgery" Rhys pointed to the mask on his



face. "Remember the movie 'Vanilla Sky'? Tom Cruises character

wears the same kinda mask after his surgeries, it's supposed to

help regenerate facial tissue 67% more efficiently." Rhys's voice

remained eerily calm. "I got my nose fixed after your little

hissy-fit, and while I was there I got a few other improvements.

Things you would never be able to afford, no matter how long you

live." Sebastian didn't let the cheap comment about his poverty

bother him, if anything he was happy to receive the abuse after

what he had done. Rhys reached into his pocket, removed an amber-

colored pill bottle and tipped the bottle into his mouth drinking

from it as if liquid was inside. The thought of swallowing pills

dry made Sebastian want to gag. "Sebastian, I'll never accept

your apology. I could sue you for every penny you don't have, get

you kicked out of school, but all I want is the journal."

Sebastian's face split open with a big smile revealing his

discolored teeth. He started walking towards Rhys as quick as his

skinny legs allowed. Rhys used the universal command for stop,

raising his hand in protest to any further advancement in his

direction. Sebastian stopped. Then started explaining what the

papers in his hand were, he explained he had made a hand written

copy the day before bringing the original to school. He told Rhys

it was because he didn't want anything to happen to the real

journal, that he was being safe. What then came out of

Sebastian's mouth was the most intricate lie he had ever told.

"After the fight, er... well, after I hit you, I felt so terrible

about it, I burned the journal. I felt like that stupid journal



was the reason I hit you, so I got rid of it. But I remembered

how much you liked it, and I know it isn't as cool as the

original but, I did a phenomenal job transcribing it! I want you

to have this copy." Sebastian pointed to the faked copy. Rhys

snickered while he explained Sebastian's scribbling would never

replace the original, and how stupid he was to destroy a piece of

art. He compared the journal to the Mona Lisa, saying "Only the

most ignorant person in the world would burn that! and That

person is you!" Sebastian could take the verbal punches all

night, he came prepared for worse things than being called

'stupid' and 'poor'. Rhys stood up, extended his hand expecting

Sebastian to kneel and put the copied version in the palm of his

hand. Sebastian didn't kneel, but he did put it in his hand as

gingerly as possible. Without saying another word Rhys turned

from Sebastian and started his ascent up the stairs. Almost at

the top of the steps, Rhys called down to Sebastian. "Leave, and

don't ever come back to my house uninvited. I'll find you when I

want to see the dumbest person I've ever known." Sebastian's grin

was unseen by everyone. He had lied right to the face of his

friend and gotten away with it. Normally Rhys would have

bludgeoned him until he cried, but giving him a copy of the

journal worked. Sebastian's was beside himself thinking how

amazing things were going, he had salvaged his friendship with

the help of the journal. Sebastian had an hour walk back to his

house. The whole walk back he kept thinking of the journal entry

he had read and read and read in the foyer of Rhys's stone



castle. A girl killing herself with a gun her lover had given

her, is that what he had just done? Did he just hand over a

loaded gun to his best friend?

Lament's Imitation

One 40 watt light bulb was her only companion, the hospice nurses

quit their around the clock care and now only stopped by twice a

day to check the medical devices leased by the hospital.

Sebastian stared at the closed-door to his grandmother's room, he

was told to check on her as much as possible but he never opened

the door. He had been given a bright pink sheet of paper with

instructions for when she died. The information written explained

not to attempt any interaction with the deceased, and at the

bottom was a phone number. Sebastian had used an ink pen to write

"death's home phone" beside the seven digit telephone number. It

was his attempt at brightening up the already bright paper with

humor, there wasn't any room for hope. Sebastian traveled the

hallway, then closed his bedroom door and laid in his bed. He was

trying to feel any emotion. He laid perfectly still, waiting for

any feelings to surface, nobody around to judge him, nobody

around to comfort him either. After two hours of laying still,

the only thing he felt was his nervous bladder. After relieving

himself he returned to laying on his bed, he tossed and turned

trying to sleep. After another two hours of thinking about how he

should feel, he accomplished plenty tosses and 25 full-body



turns. He wasn't doing anything except wasting energy. He didn't

like feeling unproductive, he decided if he couldn't sleep he

should catch up on his homework. Reaching for his messenger bag

he noticed the weight of the satchel was wrong. It didn't have

the added weight of the journal. Sebastian's heart raced, his

palms slicked with sweat, even his eyes opened as wide as his

facial muscles allowed. Even under stress Sebastian refused to

empty his bag in a disorderly manner, each item was removed by

hand, then placed neatly beside each other. Before he finished

extracting everything, he exclaimed "You idiot!". He cupped his

mouth, thinking he may have accidentally woken his grandmother,

quickly he remembered she wasn't going to wake up. After a long

sigh and toothy grin. Sebastian started talking aloud, narrating

his every movement and every thought. He was so lonely he needed

the company of his own voice. "Sebastian, you fool. Remember you

only brought one copy of the journal to Rhys's house." Sebastian

attempted singing his narration of dreadfully boring actions, he

was hoping the higher tempo would make his actions seem more

dramatic. "Don't worry! We have another copy here!" He pointed to

his closet. "And here!" His pointing finger shifted to the

architects drawing board, then to the bed. "And heeeeere!" The

vocal concerto ended. He grappled with his mattress trying to

stretch his arms between the springs without allowing the journal

to touch the coils. He imagined himself playing the game

"Operation", when the book touched the springs on its exit,

Sebastian made the buzzing noises. "Okay enough playing around!"



He continued talking aloud, not to himself but to the book. He

was talking to it as if it were a person. He let his fingers feel

every square inch of book's outside. His knees fixed to the

ground and his back stiff, the book was open and touching his

stomach. His face lowered as close to his chest as possible,

perfectly resembling a person praying. He stayed in this

uncomfortable position while he read the whole book. "Great

idea!" Sebastian was answering a question that nobody asked, if

his grandmother wasn't in a coma she would have asked who he was

talking to at such a late hour. He jumped up and placed himself

in front of his drawing board. He gathered a stack of assorted

paper and carefully selected a five different types of drawing

utensils. He started tracing the book again. This time he was

using different colored inks, every type of paper he had at his

disposal, he was creating his own personal copy of the journal.

He dedicated hours perfecting every imperfection, any

characteristic of the original. Copying exactly as it appeared.

Sebastian had never spent so much time and dedication on any of

his previous art projects. Since the journal had come into

Sebastian's possession, he had ignored his only hobby, art. His

obsession with the book had removed any inspiration to work on

anything that didn't involve the journal. His grades were

plummeting, his grandmother almost dead, and none of that

bothered him. After he put the finial punctuation into the new

copy of the journal, he spoke aloud "It needs something? It needs

protection!" He could smell his own breath, a repulsive scent



rose up stinging his eyes. He thought it would be best to remain

silent until he brushed his teeth before school. His body was

sluggish with famine, he staggered into his grandmother's room.

The scent in her room was even worse than what came out of his

mouth. He took a mental note to get everything he wanted while he

was here because he wouldn't come back until she died. Seeing her

ghastly body didn't slow him down from his objective. He gathered

the few things he needed, her personal holy bible, the neon pink

death instructions and in her nightstand drawer a bottle of nail

polish remover. He returned to his room, where he extracted the

pages from the bible using his painters scalpel and nail polish

to dissolve the glue. Next he used a black permanent marker to

hide the words 'holy bible', leaving the fading gold cross on the

cover. The bible was over 60 years old, it was perfect for giving

his new clone the look of antiquity. He used all his skills

acquired from art classes to assemble his new version of the

journal. Smiling with his own narcissistic achievement, his voice

shriek "Don't you wish I would have given you this one, Rhys?!"

Behind the Mask

The light projecting from the dual 24" flat-panel monitors cast

cold blue ambiance into the dark. Illuminating the stainless

steel features of the room, everything received an eerie listless

glow. Anything beyond the touch of light swallowed by darkness,

without prior knowledge that there were four walls and a floor,



the minimalistic bedroom appeared endless. The most uninviting

feeling. Tens of thousands of dollars dedicated into making

something so repulsive, it's as difficult as trying to make

something beautiful. The room didn't have overhead lighting, and

in the rare instants when white light was needed a flashlight

would be used or on this night a book light. 3 volts of lithium

supplied enough light for one full 8.5x11 page to be read without

eye strain. The pages being brightened were Sebastian's hand

written incomplete version of the suicide journal. Black

fingernail polish put a perfect contrast beneath each word as it

was read. Rhys was using his hand to hide everything below the

sentence his eyes scanned. He was using his thespian knowledge,

memorizing each page like an actor reads his script. After each

page he completed, he looked into the dual monitors. The left

screen showed a scanned version of the same journal, the right

screen his notes. Rhys had already taken to researching suicide

notes and publications after his first encounter with the

journal. Through his internet popularity he had connected with a

community already keen on the journal's existence. In this

community a select group of people claimed to have seen the

journal and were documenting everything they knew about it. It

was a very underground site, dedicated to this one book. It

resembled the website Wikipedia, professional layout and the

information could be edited predicated on the users personal

experience with the journal. Most of what Rhys had found were

rumors and a few select pages scanned in, Rhys was having a



difficult time believing Sebastian possessed something so rare

and sought after. Majority of the forum members said the journal

was beyond economical value and could contain 'magical'

proprieties. Rhys was familiar with occult psycho-babble, people

thinking satanic phenomenon were real. But this webpage wasn't

like any other site he had seen, it looked very 'official'. No

lame animated bats, or blood dripping links, not even the

standard 'Gothic' old English font were present. People with

doctorates in different fields of study from literature and

linguistics, to historical occultism and mythology were active

members. It seemed this book actually was the holy grail of evil.

Rhys had spent nearly a decade pretending to be evil and dressing

himself in all black attire, never did he actually think anything

associated with the subculture would be real. He remained

skeptical, these people could be just as phoney as himself. He

wished more than anything it was real, but Sebastian having it

made it seem extremely unlikely. After he read the copy in his

possession he uploaded every page for everyone to read, he knew

this would make him the most popular person on the website within

a few minutes. No one else had anything close to as much

documentation as he did. Extinguishing the book light, the room

absorbed Rhys into the darkness. He lit a cigarette, then made

the burning orange ember dance in the darkness creating tracers

for his eyes amusement.

After two deep drags on his cigarette, the left screen was



already flashing with new messages. He crushed out the burning

cigarette into his human skull ashtray. Like a child on Christmas

morning, Rhys anxiously read the replies posted in accordance

with his post. If you could see through his semi-translucent mask

his face was contorting with confusion. Every person that had

replied was claiming what he uploaded was fake. Rhys's hands

vigorously started typing, explaining he had seen the real

version with his own eyes and a copy was all that remained. He

went into vivid detail explaining how Sebastian's pathetic

emotions had destroyed the original. He lit another cigarette,

annoyed with having to explain himself to these computer nerds

and their jealous accusations. Lighting his fourth consecutive

cigarette, a private instant message appeared on his screen from

the webpage administrator.

Lucifer's Assistant: Greetings, Omnipotent Force and welcome to

the forums. I read your post where you uploaded a hand written

version of the journal. I'm curious if you would be interested in

meeting in person to show me the documents.

Omnipotent Force: I think the scanned version I posted is

sufficient proof of what I have, besides I'm not cool with the

idea of meeting random dudes off the internet.

Lucifer's Assistant: I understand your hesitation, but I wouldn't

be wasting your time. I also have a copied version of the

journal. I would like to compare our different copies.



Rhys's fingers quit typing after reading the last message. His

empowerment of having what he thought was the only copy of the

journal came crashing down. He stood up and walked away from the

computer, his confusion making him stumble the short distance to

his bed. His ideas of being treated special were ruined by

multiple journals floating around cyberspace. He reached for the

stainless steel miniature refrigerator door, the light indicating

the door was ajar had been replaced with a black light bulb. The

colored light barely allowed visibility into the fridge. Rhys

reached in grabbing a Redbull, then poured a hand-full of his

prescription pain killers into his mouth. The taste of chalk and

caffeine was becoming more familiar every day with the amount of

pills he was taking, more than 4x the recommended dosage. Waiting

for the drugs to take effect, Rhys's cellphone started ringing.

"What the fuck do you want, whoever the fuck this is??" Rhys

wasn't in any mood to talk, but was in even less of a mood to

hear his phone continue ringing. The voice was one he had never

heard before. "Omnipotent Force? You haven't responded to my

proposal yet." Rhys scared for the first time since he was a

teenager, how had this person gotten his phone number? The line

remained silent. The unknown caller cleared their throat, he had

a very calming deep voice. "Rhys, let me assure you I want the

same things you want... power, respect, and unwavering

fellowship. Isn't that what you're thinking the journal can do

for you?" Rhys couldn't comprehend what was happening, had he



taken too many Percocet? Was he hallucinating this phone

conversation? The person on the other  end of phone said one last

thing. "Rhys, it's in your best interest to meet with me, I have

the feeling you don't understand how important it is for us to

work together, compare notes." The person cleared their throat

again, then sighed into the phones receiver. The one-sided

conversation continued without any acknowledgment from Rhys.

"I'll give you a day to think over my proposal, I'm sure you'll

accept my invitation." The phone connection severed, leaving Rhys

feeling violated and for once, in over his head.

Sexuel Miss Demeanor

The cheaply upholstered theater seating of English 127 slowly

filled with students. The wall clock's hands moved into the

appropriate position to begin class. Then continued moving, time

wasn't stopping no matter how badly Claire wished she could

manipulate the ebb and flow of time. Her eyes fixated on the

door, waiting for Sebastian to clumsily bang the door shut, while

apologizing until all the other students quit laughing. Several

minutes passed. Her day-dream of Sebastian making a fool of

himself didn't manifest. She climbed the steps in her high heels

to shut the door herself. The whole time she felt the eyes of all

the male students looking at her ass. While at the threshold of

the classroom she looked in either direction in hopes of seeing

Sebastian running as if he were  participating 'special'



Olympics. Nobody was in the hallway. Claire shut the door behind

her, feeling self-conscious about her own ass she gave the class

instructions to write an essay on their weakest characteristics,

not as writers but as people. She was feeling sadistic, having

wasted her whole morning with the assumption that Sebastian would

be present. She sat behind her computer, back at the front of the

class she could see everyone struggling with her cruel

assignment. She logged into the campus database and searched for

Sebastian Holden's attendance records. He hadn't missed a single

class since he started attending school. She looked at her wrist

watch, she decided he was just running late. She continued to

prepare for her act of seduction. Sebastian becoming infatuated

with her should allow her to get the truth about Rhys and without

getting the administration involved.

Interrupting her malicious thoughts, the door slammed shut. As

irresponsibly as expect, by Sebastian. Who was out of breath from

running. No laughter came from the other students as it did in

her day-dream, they were all hard at work artistically punishing

themselves. She watched Sebastian segregated himself from the

other students, then he looked right into her pale green eyes.

She smiled at him, and he mirrored her action with a toothy grin,

he looked so happy to have any attention. His smile quickly

vanished as he put his forehead on the desk feeling flustered.

She knew in Sebastian's world she was unattainable, not only

because she was his teacher, but also because he wasn't equally



attractive as her. Her imagination was in hyper drive today. She

began fantasizing what it would be like to have sex with

Sebastian. She would for once in her life be the dominate person

in bed. She could make him do everything and he wouldn't question

her demands. Claire was envisioning him beneath the sheets,

between her thighs. Her giving explicit detail on how much

pressure or speed to apply to her clit using his tongue. He would

stay focused on pleasing her for hours. Teasing her pussy until

she was wet enough for him to slide one of his long fingers

inside, after detailed instructions on how to caress her G-spot,

she would cum in his mouth. A soft sexual moan escaped Claire's

mouth, bringing her back to reality. Embarrassed, she didn't

acknowledge if the class noticed, she continued typing on her

computer hoping nobody would say anything. She was so preoccupied

with trying to look like she was doing something on the computer.

It took her a few minutes to realize she had become so wet, her

black satin panties soaked, as well as the chair. She hadn't

masturbated in months. Now she had cum in front of her whole

class, and her fantasy was about a student less than fifteen feet

away.

Even after her sexual fantasy, resulting in stained panties.

Claire wouldn't abort her mission to talk with Sebastian after

class. She could put aside her sexual mirage and collect the

information she required. If anything her sweet scent would be an

advantage, Sebastian would give everything he owned to taste



someone as beautiful as Claire. She looked at her wrist watch,

her class time was about to expire. "Attention everyone, I want

you all to continue this assignment at home, and I'm letting you

all leave a little early today." She stared at Sebastian, he

never even bothered to ask another student what he should be

working on. Claire looked right at Sebastian, he was frozen in

her gaze. "Sebastian. Since you thought the assignment was about

sleeping through class, I'll need you to stay, I'll explain the

project. Then let you complete it as homework." Sebastian didn't

get out of his seat, the class had passed and he never found the

energy to even pretend to look like he was participating. He was

experiencing crippling separation anxiety, he couldn't figure out

why though. For the past hour his hand was in his messenger bag,

letting his fingers physically communicate with each page of his

newly made journal. As much effort he had put into his

personalized copy of the journal it felt like a cheap imitation.

He had only spent a few hours creating his, whereas the original

probably took decades to create and even it was incomplete.

Suddenly his stomach was doing kick-flips, he knew why he was so

drained. He hadn't slept and normally that was fine, when he had

the journal in his possession, but today he was just a normal

sleep-deprived twenty year old college student.

The classroom was now empty for exception of Claire and

Sebastian. She came and sat in the seat beside him. Their

shoulders were only inches apart. Sebastian could smell her hair,



it was a lovely lilac and vanilla scent. Sebastian hadn't had

such a pretty girl willingly this close, his entire adult life.

Claire put her hand on his knee and asked "Why did you sleep

through my class today?" Her voice sounded concerned and caring.

Smiling, she continued. "I really need to ask you about the

rÃ©sumÃ© that Rhys made you deliver, and I'm not mad. I know he

forced you to do it." Sebastian tried to control his growing

erection with fear. He grabbed at his messenger bag, placing it

in his lap hard enough that it hurt his hard cock. Claire

withdrew her hand from his knee, but she continued smiling.

"Sebastian, sweetie. You're not in trouble, far from it. I just

wanted you to pass on a message for me." Sebastian felt

uncomfortable talking about his mischievousness. He stood up,

still holding the messenger bag in front of his bruised genitals.

"I'm really sorry Miss Neville. Rhys and I aren't talking, he's

mad at me and besides he has other friends, better friends,

friends that could help you more me." Sebastian was fumbling over

the chair trying to escape Claire's calm advances. He bruised his

knee, elbow, and groin all in less than one minute trying to get

away from their conversation. Claire remained sitting, watching

him act like a complete idiot. She even felt sorry for him, by

the time he had gotten to the door he was sweating and had tears

in his eyes. She was expecting him to go running into the hallway

like Forest Gump, when he stopped and turned around. "Actually,

Miss Neville. She interrupted. "Please, call me Claire."

Sebastian restarted. "Miss.. um, Claire. I do know how you can



get in touch with Rhys." He was extending his arm holding a

skinny business card. Claire moved as quickly as her heels

allowed. Sebastian handed her the card and said, "It's his

personal website. You can send him a message there." Claire

squinted her eyes to read the card. 'Frantic efforts to avoid

real or imagined abandonment. Chronic feelings of emptiness.

Recurrent suicidal behavior.' She flipped the card over. The same

web address that the psychology instructor had put into Rhys's

file. 'www.localgoth.com' She started her sentence aloud, "A very

peculiar business card..." Sebastian handed her the 3x1" card to

distract her, while he stealthily ran away. She would have to try

even harder to get Sebastian to open up to her. After having an

orgasm while thinking about him, she was having very new and

perplexing feelings. She gathered her belongings to leave for the

day. She slipped off her still wet panties from beneath her skirt

and put them in her purse. She didn't want reminding of her

sexual thoughts, at least not until she got home.

Discreetly Incomplete

Percocet tablets. Stacked one on top of the other until the

pharmaceutical tower reached nearly 5 inches in height. Not an

elaborate construction, and easily demolished. Repeatedly erected

then knocked over, using a single finger. After each topple, the

pills decreased by one. The prescriptions were delivered by an

intern plastic surgeon. The bribe couldn't be traced back to any



pharmacy, there was no documentation of where the drugs

originated. People pretend to control people. Similar to a game

of chess, but it isn't hands that propel people, its money. There

was absolutely no reason except greed that would allow any

physician to distribute such a large quantity of drugs to one

person. The Precocet construction ended when the last tablet was

swallowed. Rhys hadn't left his bed since the uninvited caller

had secreted their vile opinions in his ear. Rhys wasn't familiar

with being victimized or harassed. He felt it should have been

him giving ultimatums and telling other people what they wanted.

The unforgettable sound of a carbonated can opening reset Rhys to

his demented self. He threw his smart phone as hard as possible

into the abysmal darkness hoping it would shatter against a wall.

Screaming words barely audible. "Fuck you! I don't need any help!

I have the real journal!" Energized with hate, Rhys repeatedly

jabbed the 'cntl' and 'P' on his keyboard. He was printing off as

many copies of journal as his printer had ink. Overly caffeinated

and highly medicated, his cognitive thought processes distorted.

His idea was to wallpaper his room with the journal, showcasing

his obsession for the journal. Then he posted it on his own

person webpage, www.localgoth.com. He would show the world he

deserved the journal more than anyone else. His laughter manic,

now talking to himself. "I'm the one in control! I have the

money! I'll be the one that everyone pledges their dark

allegiances!" While his printer was spitting out pages every few

seconds, he opened a new browser window. He ordered professional



equipment for printing books. This laughter becoming more

villainous, he spoke into the computer screen. "I'll give away

the journal, but it will say written and published by Rhys

MÃ¸klebust!" The ink-jet printer produced a mechanical lullaby

while Rhys drifted in and out of consciousness. As he was falling

asleep, he hoped the dreams Sebastian had described would

manifest themselves.

Symbiotic / Symbiotisch

Sebastian followed his urge to be with the journal as blindly and

trusting as a moth into flame. Expectations fueled by sleep

deprivation, he imagined the journal fusing with his physical

form, in some type of symbiotic relationship. He passed his

grandmother's room without a glance, opened his closet, and

reached for what he hoped would be, his salvation. He pressed the

journal to his chest as tightly as possible. He fell face first

on his bed, his body heat immediately creating sweat stains on

the sheets. He had maintained a constant sprint from school all

the way home. His whispers strained, "I'm here with you." He was

out of breath. His right side was cramping. He had exhausted

himself to the point of blackout. Clutching the journal so

closely with the added weight of his body, the corners were

digging into his flesh, causing a painfully blissful reunion.



The sun moved across the room in the shape of an elongated

rectangle. Sebastian had watched this pattern start and finish

many times on the days he didn't attend school. Spending his day

in bed reading or sketching, watching the light, missing out on

all the outdoor activities. He preferred staying inside, away

from mocking children or judging adults. When he was younger he

pretended his bedroom was a jail cell, and he was an artistic

prisoner in solitary confinement, the sunlight that moved across

the wall his only companion. Today the sun was on its usual

pathway but Sebastian wasn't paying any attention, he was face

down on his mattress holding the journal close hoping it would

take away all the unpredictable outcomes of life. His breathing

slowed and his perspiration dried. Nothing special exchanged from

him to the journal or visa versa, except the corners of the book

leaving deep indentations on his chest and arms. He wasn't aware

of how much time had passed, the sun light had diminished into a

faint glow. Sebastian feeling isolate and weak didn't even bother

to look at his bed side clock. It could have been dusk or dawn,

either time didn't interest him. He heard the front door open. He

assumed it was a hospice nurse, they were the only people who had

keys to the house. He pretended to sleep, if they even bothered

to check his bedroom. he wasn't in the mood for a lecture about

how to properly care for his grandmother. "Sebastian!" He heard

his named being called, it was unmistakably Rhys's voice.

Sebastian quickly realized his lie about destroying the journal

was about to become unveiled. There was evidence of multiple



copies scattered all over his room, hanging on the walls, the

original was right beneath him. He started to whimper, he knew

this would be the reason for Rhys to never speak to him again.

Ashamed of all the lies he had told, and panicked he only had

seconds before his world came crashing down.  At minimum he had

to keep the journal safe. He thought maybe he could remain laying

on the original journal, sobbing, maybe Rhys would wreck his room

but leave him alone. If Rhys never touched Sebastian the original

journal would remain hidden. Sebastian held his breath, he knew

he only had seconds before a whirlwind of anger erupted inside

his room. Sebastian's over-sized ears twitched, hearing Rhys sit

at his desk. "Tsk-Tsk!" The sound of tight leather rubbing

together crawled through Sebastian's skin. "Sie sind ein sehr

bÃ¶ser Junge gewesen!" Sebastian became petrified with fear, he

was asking himself when the hell did Rhys learn to speak German?

"Sie verstecken das wirkliche Journal fÃ¼r sich, jetzt ich bin

hier, es von Ihnen zu nehmen. Ich werde auch Ihre Menschheit

nehmen!" Sebastian couldn't understand a word Rhys was saying but

it sounded like pure evil. Then he heard the sound of metal and

glass touching his desk. Rhys continued speaking his newly

acquired villainous language. "Ich werde diese Glasrute in Ihren

winzigen Penis einfÃ¼gen, dann benutzen diesen Hammer, es zu

StÃ¼cken zu zerschlagen. Ein kleiner Trick den ich habe abgeholt

beim Foltern von Juden." Sebastian felt Rhys's tight grip, 2

seconds later he was face to face with Rhys. The journal was

gone. Sebastian was more scarred of where the journal had



disappeared than of the ball-peen hammer or the Nazi SS uniform

covering Rhys from head to foot. Rhy's face was still hidden

beneath the strange medical mask, but his words remained sharp

and loud. "Sie haben die falsche Person, jetzt Sie nie ficken

werden dÃ¼rfen wieder gefickt!" Either Rhys had become the

strongest person in the world or Sebastian's fear and confusion

had welded him to the bed. Rhys grabbed the crotch of Sebastian's

pants, pulling them off with such force the denim felt like

sandpaper against his skin. Sebastian's naked manhood revealed,

Rhys's leather glove wrapped around his penis. He started

massaging Sebastian's cock until it became erect. As soon as Rhys

was content with the growth of Sebastian's penis, he used his

overwhelming strength to hold Sebastian in place with one hand,

while the other inserted a thin glass tube into his urethra.

Rhys's facial expressions being hidden behind the mask was more

terrifying than the sight of the hammer being raised above his

Nazi visor hat. Intense pain already reverberating through

Sebastian's body. Rhys brought the hammer down in a one swift

motion, shattering the vertical glass tube into millions of

shards.

Piss, sweat, and cum soaked the mattress. Sebastian awoke to the

ammonia scent of urine. He had ruined his sheets and pants.

Holding the leather journal as far away from the wetness without

letting it leave his hands. Sebastian felt a sense of empowerment

for the first time in his life about having a small penis. It



wasn't mutilated by his best friend, it was wet with urine and

sperm and he was proud. While getting into the shower, Sebastian

caught a glimpse of his face in the mirror, he was smiling. The

journal had attempted to torment him in his sleep but the dream

acted as more of a warning. He knew he needed to protect the

journal better or it would be taken from him by force. As the

shower drain swallowed Sebastian's assorted excrement, he started

laughing at himself. The situation, everything seemed funny to

him for one moment. And while the shower drowned out most of the

noise from his mouth it was the first time Sebastian could

remember laughing out loud in months.

Cold Case

"This is the most popular small frame personal defense revolver

on the market." The voice of the older gentleman was rustic and

level. Never rising too high nor showing any one word special

attention. "Capable of firing .22 Magnum, That's 'em little tiny

bullets, you'll never use'em. Then ya' got the .38 and .357

loads, either of them is what you'll be shooting. Cause,

well, ... like you said, it's for your personal protection." Even

when predicting a murder his voice remained monotone. His typical

sales tactic was worthless when selling a firearm to a young

girl. Her mascara had started to clump in the corners of her eyes

from crying and her eyeliner left tear streaks down her cheeks.

"Ma'am, I wanna let you know, even if you pay for this firearm



today, it'll take ya' two more weeks before you get to use it.

Paper work and such, to keep people from doing something drastic

or something they might regret." His voice never faltered. Claire

raised her eyes to meet his, realizing everything he was trying

to tell her was being expressed in his beautiful blue eyes.

The 'personal defense weapon' was a Smith &amp; Wesson model 642.

Double action only, aluminum frame with rubberized grip,

stainless steel cylinders for the bullets, with a barrel length

of 1.8 inches. Claire had memorized the literature that came with

the gun. She had purchased it after a series of unfortunate

events, leading her to believing suicide was the answer to life's

problems. Obviously, she never succeeded in taking her own life.

She made the preparations, bought the gun and wrote her own

suicide note. But she could never pull the trigger. Instead she

found herself a psychiatrist, who prescribed modern anti-

depressant and therapy. After months of explaining her problems

and always getting the same answer, 'it wasn't your fault'. She

felt ready to move forward with her life. She moved away from her

home town leaving behind the negative memories and the good ones

too. She was a newly born adult. She only brought the gun because

her father had scared her into thinking one day she may actually

have to use it. He protested against a single woman living alone,

but it made him feel more comfortable with her having 'home

protection'. On rare occasions her fingers sometimes touched the

pistol hiding beneath her lingerie. They were as far back in the



underwear drawer as possible. She felt both items were dangerous

and belonged together.

Tonight was one of the rare moments when she wanted to dress up

for herself, she removed the black lingerie from her drawer.

Seeing the gun for the first time since she had unpacked it over

six months ago, the memory of when she bought it became vivid.

She could remember everything that old man with the crystal blue

eyes had told her, suddenly she understood he was trying to reach

out to her, help her. Shaking her head while closing her eyes,

attempting to shake off all the emotions that came back when she

remembered that day. To her own amazement she was able to fight

off the depression that came from touching the gun. Less than one

minute had passed and she was clamping her fishnet stockings to

her garter belt. She wasn't going to let her past ruin her night.

She danced into the kitchen and poured herself another glass of

champagne. She was going to wine and dine herself with a

guaranteed orgasm. She was feeling invincible, not letting her

depression supersede and genuinely smiling instead of pretending.

Her therapist would be pleased with how Claire had turned out.

Not wasting any more time on counteractive thoughts, she escorted

herself to her bed.

Having an unexpected and intense orgasm earlier that day, her

body was craving another. Claire only had to go back a few hours

to retrieve her newly found fantasy. She didn't want to think of



how awkward it was to fantasize about a student and one that

wasn't even attractive. She could deal with her remorse later

when she finished the bottle of champagne. Right now all that

seemed right was dominating Sebastian in the bed. She tried

prolonging her climax as long as possible, but her imagination

was doing the most incredible job making her perfect sex scene.

Her orgasm soaked through her bed sheets to the mattress pillow-

top. Her breathing erratic and heavy, she couldn't think of the

last time she had such a relieving masturbation session. Feeling

drunk from the serotonin and endorphin's that flooded her brain,

she stumbled her way into the kitchen. The champagne bottle felt

cumbersome in her small hands. She lifted it to her mouth trying

to quench her thirst, it spilled from the corners of her mouth.

Now she was wet from torso to ass cheeks. The alcohol created a

warmth inside her stomach and her mind was still swimming in

thoughts of sex. She didn't resist the urge to lay on the

linoleum floor of her ultra small kitchen. Before her eyes closed

she even thought it was cozy being in such a small room. Her body

radiating heat and perspiration, it felt like she was melting

into a puddle of ecstasy. She didn't have any feelings of regret

about fantasizing about Sebastian. Her last thought before

passing out was of him laying next to her on the sticky linoleum,

holding her as a real lover.

Late Payment



Electricity surging through plastic creates an almost haunting

chemical smell. The laser printers beamed suicide notes on paper

then dry toner electrostatically attached itself. The machine

calculated exactly where ever dot should be, creating words on

blank sheets of paper, which gave way to create thousands of

pages. The process was almost silent, every machine had an LED

light or back-lit touch screen, everything programmed to run

flawlessly for hours without a human touching the devices.

Thousands of dollars being turned into a stolen amateur authors

first publication. Rhys drifting in and out of consciousness, he

didn't care to watch the process, like everything in life he

expected instant gratification. He was hoping to comatose on his

Percocet prescription until the last page had finished printing.

While he anxiously awaited the end result, he laid in his bed

contemplating why everyone wanted the book so badly, and why had

nobody ever done what he was doing? Previously in life he had

learned that if you saturate the market with product it becomes

less important. Simple supply and demand. He would distribute the

journal's contents, as if he were the original writer, that way

he would have all the power. Annoyed at his earlier conversation

with the website administrator, Rhys didn't fully comprehend what

he was doing, he just knew he wanted to be the pioneer of

something evil. The only people who knew the book existed were a

bunch of losers in Rhys's mind, Sebastian being the worst of

them. He had the money and determination to actually do something

with the book, that nobody else seemed capable. He dreamed of



being famous as the Percocet slowed his heart and mind into a

void of blackness.

The pills had dehydrated Rhys to the point of delirium, reaching

for any bottled liquid inside his bedside refrigerator, he

knocked over a stack of previously printed pages. He opened two

Redbulls and drank them as quickly as possible. Lit a cigarette,

then carelessly let his hand fall to the side of his bed to pick

up one of the pages he had knocked over. A circular hole burned

through the page he was holding. In the darkness of his bedroom,

the slow-moving ember of a lit cigarette pushing through paper

was captivating. His eyes dilated from being submerged in

darkness, while simultaneously the opiates blurring his vision.

The paper being punctured with his cigarette appeared beautiful.

He imagined this is what the heavens being created then dying

would resemble. He was playing god with a piece of burning paper.

His curiosity of what he was destroying formed in the spark of

his Zippo lighter, the flame illuminated the charged remains of

the page.

â€œ06/14/00

I miss your touch

I miss your everything

I want to feel you deep insideâ€¦ again..

Why donâ€™t you trust me



I can be your everything

No one can love you like I do

Iâ€™m the only one... for you.

Without you it feels like dying, alone.

06/17/00 â–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆ â–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆ was found at the

scene of a murder suicide. As a victim or a predator? Teenage

Rhys read the same page ten times before he figured out what was

wrong. Vocalizing his discovery in the most guttural tone. â€œWhy

would someone include commentary on their dead daughters last

journal entry. Technically this isnâ€™t a suicide note. Rhys Lit

a consecutive cigarette. He grabbed another piece of paper from

the stack. Then proceeded to do the exact same thing, he

continued burned cigarette holes through the paper. Hours passed

with the same actions being repeated. Rhys was waiting for an

epiphany, in the past he had laid in the dark thinking about one

thing, and an answer would manifest itself, curing him of

curiosity. This time nothing was coming to mind, he maintained

his original hypothesis. The journal he was printing hundreds of

copies of, wasnâ€™t the original. It was a perfect fake version.

Disorientation from being in total darkness and nothing but

Percocet in his stomach he started talking to himself.

â€œSebastian, Sebastian, Sebastianâ€¦ Do you think youâ€™re



smarter than me? Did you ever have the real journal or did you

his bed and started scouring the floor for this phone, hoping it

hadnâ€™t broken from throwing it earlier.

He found the phone, luckily it was still in working order. The

phone's screen illuminated his white translucent mask. Scrolling

through the phone numbers, he found Sebastian's home phone

number. Seconds after dialing the number, he dropped the phone

and began laughing. "The person you are calling has had their

phone disconnected or temporarily suspended. If you think you

have encountered this recording as an error, please hang up and

try your call again."

Stage Fright (Removal Remix)

The sunlight poured on Claire, the rays felt warmer and more

cleansing than the running water falling down her back. She was

hoping the hot shower would remove the mysterious sticky coating

she had acquired throughout the night. The water created a silk

sheen on her supple breasts. She was becoming more clean now,

than ever before. She used her Prada gift-set soap, salt, and

bath gel. The longer she remained in the bath her skin would

wrinkle, a small price to pay for how much better she could think

while standing in the cascading water. When her eyes first opened

less than 15 minutes ago, she was trapped between her cotton



sheets, sweating. Her body smelt of cheap alcohol or cleaning

product, she never wanted to affirm the suspicions of either,

before rinsing off. She striped off the sex soaked lingerie in

front of her bathroom mirror. A cursory glance and she felt

embarrassed wearing something so slutty while the sun was

shining. Slowly the steam of the shower put a fog on the mirror

allowing Claire to dry off without looking at all the errors of

her aging body. She preferred to do her make-up while still

naked, sitting at her vanity mirror in her bedroom. She could

loathe the effect of gravity after her face had been made up. As

her morning dose of caffeine started to take effect, her

movements became fluid, almost mesmerizing. Pretending she was a

ballerina, she walked on her toes towards her closet, gathering

the clothes she would wear today, she saw her laptop in the

closet. Her feet became flat and sturdy on the floor. Looking at

the screen it looked as if she had purposely left the laptop in

this place, for herself to find this morning. The top-left of the

screen, in great big white letters read the name, Rhys

MÃ¸klebust. Picking up the laptop she nearly dropped it, the

battery was extremely hot, it reminded her of trying to remove

something from an oven without mitts. She put the boiling laptop

on her bed, then her knees on the hardwood floor. As if giving

fellatio or praying, her body was in a memorable positioned and

comfortable enough to read for the next twenty minutes. Time

became irrelevant, her mission to fight gravity with the perfect

bra, everything paused. What began in confusion and curiosity,



slowly formed into fear and animosity. Disgusted with Rhys. She

had just spent nearly half an hour reading unknown Peoples

suicide notes. Standing up, while closing the lid of the laptop

simultaneously, her outrage became vocal. "Rhys! I know for a

fact you're not a fiction writer, I have your stupid personal

file. You can't pass these off as artistic you sick fuck." She

would combat her anxiety and confront Rhys about his website.

Dancing at an awkward pace finishing her morning rituals, after

reading those notes she had lost all sense of grace. She even

stumped her toe on her armoire, "Fuck you Rhys! Now, it's

personal, ruined my goddamn pedicure!"

She immediately thought to bring the website to the dean of the

school. As the idea of explaining the situation formulated in her

head, her walk to the admissions office slowed, then stopped.

Standing in place she remembered, Rhys already gained the

attention of the staff. His personal file had the same web

address as the business card that Sebastian gave her. As if a

light-bulb had turned on above her head. She turned around and

headed for her own classroom. Sebastian, he was the only way to

get to Rhys. Her toe hurt even wearing an old comfortable pair of

sneakers. Half of her mind was thinking she may have broken her

toe while the other was already deeply regretting not wearing a

lower cut shirt. She would officially seduce Sebastian, he would

lead her to Rhys and she could prove to herself that she was a

force to be reckoned. She would threaten Rhys with the only thing



she knew he cared about, his reputation. She was fortunately

attractive. She didn't need to return home to wear a more padded

bra, or even add make up to her face. Claire could have almost

any guy, at least any guy that still got erections looking at the

female body. Indicative of what most people thought, Sebastian

wasn't homosexual. Touching his knee yesterday made his penis

hard and today she would grab it and make him cum during class if

it meant getting her way.

The saying "A watched pot never boils" was more relative today

than ever. Then after Sebastian having missed the first half of

class another saying came to Claire's mind, "At the eleventh

hour", she was now praying that he would just show up before the

class ended. The end of her two-hour session teaching expired.

Sebastian had missed his first college class ever. Claire used

her cellphone to dial Sebastian's home phone. She had pulled up

his student information on her classroom computer. She severed

the connection, after a long steady sigh. "A phoney number? Now,

I have no fucking clue what to do." She was rubbing the temples

of her forehead staring blankly into the screen. '4908 Great Oak

Cir' She could see her faces reflection in the monitor, her

eyebrows perked up and a smile split her pretty face. She grabbed

a pen and jotted down the address, she then started sprinting for

the door. She had seen that street name before, many times on her

way to or from school. It was on the way to her apartment. She

could be there in less than 10 minutes by car.



She turned the ignition to the off position. The house looked

decrepit, she double checked the address then opened the door.

She didn't feel the urge to lock her car. The neighborhood was

very nice with exception of Sebastian's house. Walking up to the

steps, her anxiety put her back into her normal mode of thinking.

Scared and erratic paranoia. The questions starting coming so

fast that she reached for the hand rail. Her breath was frozen

inside her lungs, her throat was behaving strangely, contracting

like she was vomiting. But nothing was coming in or out of her

mouth, not even the air her brain desperately needed. She

couldn't move, and all she could think about was how stupid she

must look holding  the railing as if she were in the midst of a

tornado. Crying, she let the words and choking air from her lungs

escape. "Why did I come here? Why did I think I could change

anything? I'm pathetic!" She glanced up at the door way.

Sebastian was standing there, listening. Why hadn't he opened the

door and saved her from looking like such an idiot?

Engulf Myself Into Permanent Mystery

The compressor made a loud clicking noise while initiating.

Inside the window air conditioning unit the fan blades started

spinning. Claire heard this familiar noise, mixed with the scent

of crayons and felt-tip markers filled her mind with pictures of

childhood. She was half expecting to open her eyes and be eleven



years old. The other half of internal dialog was more recent, in

her early twenties. The feeling of waking up in a strangers bed

after a long night of drinking. The cool air coming from wall

wasn't refreshing, it was chilling and intimidating. Without

opening her eyes she reached for a blanket or sheet, anything

that could help to warm her cold skin. Blindly grasping at the

lower half of the bed, she couldn't feel anything but her own

legs. She realized it was futile without opening her eyes. Slowly

her right eye rotated into position behind her eyelid, then the

slit opened allowing light to enter her pupil and reflect

distances and shapes. Her brain struggled to focus on the

wallpaper. It looked like an 8 foot tall M.C. Escher painting.

When the human brain has no concept of what it is looking at, it

will try to plug-in anything that is acceptable to the person

until they can learn the new image. Claire thought she was

looking at a black and white optical illusion when in reality, it

was the floor to ceiling hand written composition. The idea of

someone meticulously writing on the wall with such obedience

wasn't something she would consider until both eyes focused on

what she was seeing. Her eye sight wasn't good enough to read the

individual words from where she laid. Inspired she started moving

toward the wall in awe of what she was seeing, she didn't notice

the person sitting on the opposite corner of the bed.

A voice muffled from the ridiculously loud window unit startled

Claire enough that she let out a small scream. Instead of turning



to face where the voice originated she just stood still. She

didn't know where she was, who was behind her, what the writing

on the wall meant. Everything seemed surreal, she thought to

herself maybe this is a dream? Hoping to wake up as soon as the

mysterious person touched her, she was panting with anticipation

of waking in her own bed. The touch never came, instead it was a

She knew the voice, it was Sebastian. Her sneakers allowed her to

easily turn her entire body around in a split second. Her smile

was a huge relief to Sebastian. He had been hyperventilating on

the bed hoping Claire would be alright. He was sweating so badly,

he turned the air conditioner on full blast waiting for her to

regain consciousness. She embraced him, happy she was in a normal

persons bedroom and not a terrible nightmare. With Sebastian

pressed tightly against her breast, she felt a natural sense of

comfort. She didn't care about his erect penis against her thigh.

She was too relieved to be anything but nice. A few seconds

passed and she opened her eyes as wide as possible, she was

facing a different wall than the one she awoke looking at, but

this one too was covered in small words.  Top to bottom. She

eased backwards putting space between herself and Sebastian. Her

question was answered before it came out of her own mouth. "Yes.

I wrote every word."

Without looking at Claire's expression, Sebastian knew he needed

to explain himself. It probably did look like a mental patients



scribbling. He used all of his courage and brought her back to

his chest. While hugging her, he explained that the walls were

his own hand writing. That he found a book with different Peoples

suicide notes in it, and if he didn't rewrite the notes as much

as possible he would be plagued with nightmares. He didn't know

what to expect after telling his story, but a knee to the balls

wasn't his first guess. Folding like paper in the wind Sebastian

fell to the bed, gasping for air. Claire ignored his animated

painful descent and walked to the wall to read it for herself.

After a few minutes she realized it was the same as Rhys's

webpage but even more detailed. She didn't want to look at

Sebastian, she didn't want to look at the walls. Out of options

she closed her eyes and calmly asked if they could talk somewhere

that wasn't decorated in Peoples despair? Sebastian didn't answer

he just started gathering everything he usually left the house

with, as well as Claire's belongings. While he was picking up her

purse, he looked as pitiful as anyone Claire had ever seen. She

started to frown. Sebastian saw her face and realized he hadn't

had a chance explain why she was in his bedroom, instead he had

jumped straight into explaining the journal. Claire watched

Sebastian slap his own forehead. What followed was a speech about

how much he respected her and didn't want her to ever think he

intended anything other than her safety. He had brought her

inside after he saw her collapse on his front porch. She cut his

stammering excuses short by taking his hand his hers and walking

towards the front door. She honestly didn't care about how she



came to be inside, all she cared about was how she got out.

Wir reiten immer weiter durch die Nacht

"The cold lower half of the barrel nearly chipped my central

incisors, realizing I had placed more faith in my pitiful actions

than my accuracy. My right thumb fingering the trigger I now know

what it is to feel the escape and the grief and all other

emotions that bundle themselves tightly around people like me. I

gather up the array of bullets and turn off the clichÃ©

soundtrack of suicide. I didn't want anything to go wrong, I was

even concerned about the correct caliber size. What options did I

have in this, if it was my last right I should at least be able

to choose from the dessert cart of death. Some people do their

homework and end up dead. Other victims can end up in a coma or

worse. Reading everything from the these mundane websites nothing

is as real as somebody showing you. Unfortunately that doesn't

exist. I calculate all the rudimentary possibilities, apparently

gun shot wound to the head is the most effective, preferably a

forty five. This also is the most devastating for the unlucky

motherfucker that walks into the room after you sever yourself

from this world spraying pieces of your skull and brain onto the

wall and or ceiling. Seriously, I can't let one of my family

members find that. A hotel cleaning lady being paid minimum wage

could and I wouldn't care, I just don't want my â–ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆ or â–

ˆâ–ˆâ–ˆ to have to witness something too grotesque."



Statistically Speaking

Sebastian put his forehead against the passenger side window. The

cigarette smoke swirled around the car aimlessly with only one

window down, it created a vacuum when traveling at low speeds but

at high speeds it was just the same as turning a fan on in a

closed room. All the thoughts and statistics about secondhand

smoke entering Sebastian's mind. They had a slight calming effect

on him, the numbers were tangible and for the most part seemed to

make sense. Where as the situation he was in now seemed erratic

and bewildering. Claire's bad driving was enough to make any kid

start wearing his safety belt. Abrupt stops, over accelerating

into corners, no regard to other motorist. Her constant looking

over at the passenger or flicking cigarette ash out her window,

or even checking out her make-up in the mirror, it all equated

one terrifying experience for Sebastian. But since leaving his

house less than an hour ago, when their bodies touched, he

couldn't get the idea out of his head that he would end up having

sex with Claire. He wished he could call Rhys not to boast about

being with Claire, but for advice. If there was any subject Rhys

was keen about, it was girls and how to get them in bed.

Sebastian entranced in his own thoughts, enough so that when

Claire began calling his name, he didn't answer.

A stinging sensation spread across Sebastian's face, his sex



starved eyes refocused on the current situation. Claire had

actually slapped him to gain his attention. While Sebastian

thought to himself how a teacher should never hit her student, he

noticed his penis reacting in a positive manner from being

physically abused. Before his imagination toured him through the

idea of sadomasochism, he answered her question. "Yes. Yes. I can

show you how to get to Rhys's house." Sebastian would take her

there, but he knew they would be stopped at the entrance. He

started giving directions, while she continued to chain smoke and

complain about Rhys's website. Sebastian continued to let her

vent her emotions while he thought to himself. Her attempt to

find Rhys will be in vain. Sebastian had the real suicide

journal. Why wasn't she directing her anger at him, the original

carrier of the disease. Why was she so mad at Rhys? As soon as

Sebastian started asking himself these questions, he started

fantasizing that she wasn't mad at Sebastian because she was in

love with him, and the only punishment he would receive would be

sexy.

Claire brought the car to a stop using both her feet pressing the

brake pedal, if Sebastian hadn't been wearing his seat belt he

would have been ejected through the windshield.

"Sebastian. Why are you helping me?"

No audible words escaped his mouth. His forced smile contorted,



then failed. While his mind went into overdrive thinking of

acceptable lies, his eyes glazed over and his demeanor became

solemn. "Claire. I'm helping you because, ... cause you're the

first girl.. No, the first person to show me any attention. You

want my help, and for once in my life I can actually help. Rhys

isn't really my friend, he's more of the king and I'm his pawn.

Without Rhys I have no one, and he wouldn't care if I died. I

don't have a family, you're the only person in my life. How

pathetic is that?" He refused to look at her while his monologue

continued, his stare fixed on a random point in space beyond the

window. "I know you're probably using me too, and that doesn't

make you any better than Rhys. But... But, I don't want to

believe that. Maybe you like me? Maybe, a girl like you can like

a guy like me? I don't want you to answer, I want to think that's

why you asked for my help, even if it's not true. When today is

over, I want to think that for once in my life, someone like you

wanted somebody like me."

If she had been looking at him, she would have seen the tear

streaked reason on his cheek. Quickly, before she turned her head

back towards him, Sebastian used his hand to brush away the

moisture on his face. The silence was deafening waiting for her

reply. Sebastian started to feel like his awkward self and began

fumbling for the door handle. "Stop!" Claire turned the car off

and put her hand on Sebastian's shoulder. "I do like you

Sebastian... As a.. Fr... As a person. I like you as a person. I



don't want you to think I'm using you, I want you to trust me. I

didn't know how alone you were, nobody knows those kinda things

until you tell them and you're being a real man for telling me."

They were looking at each other and her smile radiated warmth and

trust, she was being genuine. She was being the strong

independent female, the person her psychiatrist had prepared her

to be. "How about we act like friends? You can show me where Rhys

lives, but I wont take you with me to confront him about

something that doesn't have anything to do with you. Then, you

can explain to me all about your dreams and this book that you

have. You do have it with you, don't you?" Sebastian glanced to

the back seat, then raised his hand pointing at the messenger bag

he always carried. Claire's smile became even bigger. She had an

amazing smile, more impressive than any toothpaste advertisement

model. Perfect lips and bright white teeth. Her smile was truly

infectious. Sebastian couldn't help but mirror her actions, but

not with his typical goofy grin. A confident expression enveloped

his face. Sunlight pouring through the car windows illuminating

her soft features, her pale green eyes caught the sun's gleam and

held  it, transforming brightness into shades of gold. Looking

into her eyes, Sebastian couldn't think of a more beautiful girl

in the world. "See! You're smiling! Sebastian is smiling!" She

was giggling like all the girls Sebastian had seen on dates, she

was flirting with him. "Okay, now that you're smiling and we're

friends, we can go back to my apartment and you can show me the

book." She turned the key in the ignition starting the motor.



Next she held her hand out palm open, waiting for Sebastian to

take her hand. He did exactly as he had seen in the movies. He

took her hand in his. She squeezed his hand with a little extra

pressure saying 'I'm here, I'm with you'. Both of them looking

out the front of the windshield, holding hands, it was better

than any sexual fantasy Sebastian had ever dreamed. A sigh of

relief left Sebastian's lungs at the same time Claire push the

gas pedal. As the car accelerated, so did Sebastian's heart. He

would hold up his end of their bargain by showing Claire where

Rhys lived and then Show her the journal. Sebastian reminded

Claire she needed to take the next right.

Anton Chekhov's Philosophy

The car was motionless. The thoughts of submission and a nagging

incomplete feeling were all Claire noticed. She lit another

cigarette and was proud that Sebastian had remained still, he

hadn't spoken a single word for the past twenty minutes while she

collected her thoughts. The idea of confronting Rhys was a

fleeting memory, she knew it wouldn't make her feel any better,

not any better than her decision to help Sebastian. They parked

outside of her apartment complex. She could easily take Sebastian

upstairs give him one taste of her body and he would leave

feeling complete. The paper rolled around the tobacco ignited and

flew into the wind. "Ash to ash..." Claire wasn't even aware she

had said anything. Sebastian still remained like a stone. She



glanced at his right leg from her peripheral vision and thought

maybe he could be her stability? Before she could elaborate in

her own mind about what to do with Sebastian, he finally spoke.

"Miss...um. Claire. Which one do you live in?" He was pointing

towards the second floor. She turned to him and said, "Let me

show you." Her smile was hidden in the dark but it was still

there. She opened her car door, illuminating the interior light.

The first thing Claire grabbed from the car was Sebastian's

messenger bag. Then told him to collect her belongings and bring

them with him. She patiently watched him put her purse on his

left shoulder, fold her jacket, then stack her notebooks. Most

importantly she wanted to see his reaction to her bra laying in

the back seat. He gingerly put it on top of everything, displayed

for the world to see. "Oh my god, Sebastian. But that in my purse

please!" He did exactly as he was told, unzipped her purse and

crammed her bra into hiding. Claire slammed her car door shut

while thinking to herself "This kid needs more help than I can

give him, but who else will take their time?" Sebastian stared at

her inquisitively. Claire realized she needed to literally

explain the bra phenomenon. Instead of standing in the parking

lot of her building and teaching Sebastian how to treat a woman's

undergarment she thought it would be best to get him inside

before a neighbor saw him fondling her underwear.

She started towards the flight of steps leading to the second



floor, then stopped and waited for Sebastian to catch up. When he

was right beside her, she put her hand out again in the same

fashion as in the car, without words. She was asking him to hold

hands. He complied and they continued. Once they were inside she

realized she had left in such a hurry earlier that morning, her

apartment was a disaster. Champagne bottle glued to the kitchen

counter by its own crystallized sugar. Half of her closet was on

chairs and the floor. There is a huge difference between dirty

and messy. Claire's apartment was small and easy to clutter. An

outsider, such as Sebastian, it appeared messy. Before she could

even explain why the one bedroom studio apartment looked like a

clothes bomb had exploded, Sebastian spoke. "It's cozy in here,

and you're not a neat freak. I like it." Claire thought to

herself while chewing her fingernail. Then explained that was her

exact goal. She winked at him and extended her hands taking her

purse and jacket from him. "Follow me Sebastian, the bed is comfy

and we can look through your suicide journal...book thing..."

Claire wasn't modest about showing her exquisite body, especially

to Sebastian. She thought he needed to see a girl in her proper

form. She removed her clothing down to her black panties and bra,

then put on a black tank top and shorts so small they barely

covered her butt. She jumped on the bed, laying on her stomach

gathering up all the pillows and making a place for him to sit.

The whole time she could feel Sebastian staring at her ass, he

was probably about to cum in his pants. Especially if she kept

wiggling around like a stripper.



Sebastian calmly walked to the opposite side of the bed and

removed his shoes. He sat down facing the wall, uncomfortable and

scared. Claire noticed his rigid movements and couldn't stand the

thought of herself being so uninviting. If he would have turned

to look at her, he would see her piercing eyes. She agility

slithered across the bed and wrapped her legs around his waist,

then pressed her chest against his back. She could feel his heart

racing through her breasts. She lowered her lips to his ear and

whispered "Calm down. We're friends remember? I just wanna hear

you read your book. Whatever happens, happens. Okay?" Sebastian

turned his head to look into her eyes. She was telling the truth,

she wanted him to relax and lay down. Sebastian followed orders

as if he had attended military school. He removed his socks and

then laid on the stack of pillows Claire had arranged for him

earlier when she was showing off her backside. He had the journal

pressed against his chest. Finally after a minute of adjusting to

her bed, Sebastian asked. "Why do you want me to read this book

to you? It's evil Claire. Something about it, it's not a good

book."

Claire looked at Sebastian, smiled and said, "I just wanna hear

you read. I already read most of it, or whatever Rhys has posted

on his website." She propped her head on her shoulder, waiting

for him to start. He didn't remove his arms from holding the

journal tightly against his chest. "Claire. I'm being serious. I



started reading this book, these notes or whatever they are.

And... my life got fucked up." Ashamed of cussing, he didn't

pause to see her reaction. "It gives me terrible nightmares, it

made Rhys go insane with jealously. Now it's somehow the book's

fault that I'm even here in your bed!" Claire shot up from laying

on her side to a sitting position. "Fault? Do you honestly think

that book has anything to do with me wanting to be with you?"

Sebastian's face red with embarrassment, his next sentence

stammered out like usual when Rhys would raise his voice at him.

"I'm sorry. I'm sorry. Claire... I didn't mean it like that."

Sebastian sighed after his clumsy apology. As quickly as her face

had become sullen, it changed back to her incredible smile. She

straddled Sebastian, then carefully took the book from beneath

his guarding arms. Once it was in her hands she threw it towards

the bathroom, where it came to a sliding halt on the bathroom

tile. "See? No more book. I'm still here." She pulled her hair

behind her left ear. "I brought you here to let you feel what

it's like to not be alone. You've suffered long enough

Sebastian."

The next eleven minutes and twenty-eight seconds would forever be

remembered, by both of them. Sebastian had lost his virginity to

a beautiful woman. She was attentive and altru'istic. Sebastian

felt more cared for than ever in his life. Claire would forever

symbolize thoughtfulness and human divinity. He was smiling and

panting. Sebastian didn't even do any thrusting, not like he had



seen in porno movies, he just laid there and watched

benevolently. His brain was a puddle of Serotonin, shaking from

pleasure he could barely get the words out. "Claire. Can I please

have a glass of water?" She nodded her head. Without putting on

any extra clothes, she disappeared into the kitchen.

She let the faucet run for almost a minute letting the tap water

become as cold as possible before filling a tall glass with

water. She took a few huge gulps from the glass quenching her

thirst. She had worn herself out. She wanted Sebastian's first

time to be the best, and she didn't have any doubt that she had

accomplished exactly that. She was expecting feelings of guilt or

remorse to come crashing down. They never  came, she felt safe.

She even thought with enough practice Sebastian could become a

good lover. While her mind was rewinding and replaying the events

over and over realizing she would need a Valium to sleep

comfortably next to Sebastian tonight. Her purse with the bra

sticking out of its zipper sitting on the counter. She opened the

bag and removed the amber colored prescription bottle. She

decided to continue being hospitable and give Sebastian one to

help him sleep. She walked back into the bedroom naked holding a

glass of water and a pill bottle. She extended a courteous lie,

"Ya'know you were really good. Your first time with a woman and

you made me cum." Sebastian didn't care if she was lying, he was

still in ecstasy from the recent events. Claire sat on the corner

of the bed, handed him the glass of water. After he drank half of



its content. He asked, "What are those? In you hand...?" Without

saying anything she tapped the bottle and two blue tablets fell

into her palm. She pushed her open hand towards him, saying

"They'll help you sleep. You trust me don't you?" His vision of

Claire was of biased goodness. He swallowed the pills without

question. She curled into the most comforting pillow Sebastian

had ever laid with, and sleep came more quickly than his

ejaculation.

2:19am

The summer sun set and winter painted it's frost on the windows

of Claire's apartment. When they had fallen asleep the room had

been hot enough for the ceiling fan to stay in the on position.

Warm breathe in the air turned into white puffs of carbon

dioxide. Sebastian was still naked and shivering from the extreme

temperature drop. The cold was suffocating. When he tried to call

out for help, his voice became stuck between his chattering

teeth. Science class from high school entered his mind. The

violent reaction he was experiencing resembled hypothermia. The

paranoia of being frozen to death were the foreground of his

thoughts, if he wanted to continue living he needed to warm

himself. His limbs felt heavier than ever before, and his legs

were already turning blue. Thoughts of survival were his only

motivation for moving. He needed to find Claire. "Why didn't she

wake me? Did she do this to me somehow? Where is she?" His brain



was echoing these questions while he looked to the side of the

bed where only a few hours ago Claire had been sleeping.

Expecting to see her naked body encased in ice, but she wasn't

next to him. What replaced her was his naked dead grandmother.

Guilt and personal disgust were enough, but his body had a more

deadly plan. Sebastian was suffering a heart attack. Writhing in

agony and dying right beside his deceased grandmother, his bowels

released hot sticky fluid. Relived that he would die and not have

to explain the situation, made him happy. Laughter escaped his

mouth in the form of huge white clouds of hot breathe. While

laying in his own shit, his body began seizing. Sebastian knew

only seconds of his life remained. He didn't have the time to

uncover the mystery of the cold or the missing girl. He would die

with no answers.

Sebastian opened his eyes. The dream had been so implausible it

was easy for him to discard it as a typical nightmare delivered

for merely owning the suicide journal. The room was still hot,

the ceiling fan still spinning. Everything was where it should

be, except Claire. Without moving his head to look around he

noticed the bathroom light on. His sigh of relief must have

startled Claire, it sounded like she dropped something on the

bathroom tile floor. Then the unmistakable sound of a gunshot

echoed through the room. Followed by the small crack of light at

the bottom of the bathroom door being extinguish.



Breeze + Way

The 'breezeway' was named incorrectly. No air seemed to move

through the enclosed staircase, definitely not enough to make you

think of any word related to breeze. The carelessness of a

maintenance worker had painted shut the multi-panel windows,

dismissing all hope of fresh air. The paint was a slime green

that looked like it was dripping, all the visible runs is what

brought the word slime to mind. All the corners covered with

cobwebs accompanied by a collection of moth's corpses. If the

date were October 31st, the owner of the building could persuade

a new tenant these flaws were decorations. Until the potential

customers looked at the carpet and saw all the stains. This is

when the slumlord would wipe the sweat from his forehead with a

homemade handkerchief laughing and pretend the bloodstains on the

carpet were added in the spirit of holiday fun. "And the happy

young couple, that is so fucking happy and in love would have to

go elsewhere to rent somewhere respectable, not this miserable

dump." Rhys crushed out this cigarette into the carpet adding to

the 'Halloween decor'. He had accumulated 7 other cigarette

butts, all swimming in a pool of his own spit. He had sat in this

pathetic breezeway for hours. Listening to all the sounds of the

building. Rhys hated when people would say, "This building is

full of life." As if any building with humans inside could have

more or less life. The noise of crying children, televisions, and

even people having sex were audible. Rhys cradled his head in his



hands stifling a laugh. He couldn't help but picture the

imaginary happy couple that was previously looking at renting a

room, before they noticed the carpet stains, they would be the

type of people to say, "This building is full of life. Why yes.

Yes, it is honey, such charm." Rhys had played with the illusion

of this couple he despised for hours, he had created voices for

them. He had clothed them, he was their miserable god. Pressing

his back against the slime wall, he shifting his weight to

accommodate for the lack of blood flow to his glutes. Anyone that

has sat on a hard floor for hours knows the feeling of a

painfully numb ass is enough to put anyone in a bad mood, but

even worse to hear your friend having sex with the girl you were

anticipating to penetrate. Listening to Sebastian and Claire have

sex was repulsively intriguing to Rhys. He pressed his ear

against the wall and listened to his friend lose his virginity.

After only a few minutes of hearing Claire moan he tried to

masturbate, but the Percocet had made his penis flaccid.

Frustrated at his own body's inadequacy he violently jerked his

limp dick hoping to produce any feeling of pleasure. Defeat

covered his now sweaty face. Hearing Claire's muffled orgasm

through the wall, he squeezed the head of his dick until he

thought it would burst. He wanted it to explode into a disgusting

mess of gore. He wanted anything to alleviate his boredom to

occur.

Earlier he had gone to Sebastian's house to claim what was



'rightfully' his, the real journal. When Miss Neville had

randomly blacked out or heat stoked right on the front porch

steps. Since then Rhys had followed them. Hours of stalking two

of the most boring people in the world until a few minutes ago

when they finally decided to fuck. After hearing their sexual

escapade, he was toying with the idea of busting into her

apartment and explaining he would ruin her career and bend

Sebastian's will to hand over the journal. He could picture

exactly how the scene would play out. He would kick down the door

like in the movies, then Claire would quickly grab the bed sheet

and cover her nipples before he could see them. Then while posing

like an action movie bad-ass at the foot of the bed he would make

all the necessary threats. Sebastian would use both hands to

cover his tiny penis while he scavenged for the journal. Rhys

stood up in breeezeway and practiced his poses. He thought about

how perfect it would be if he had a gun. Then when he was telling

them what to do they would be crying in fear of losing their

lives. Rhys lit a cigarette and leaned on the stairway railing,

continuing his movie-esque action sequence in his head. After he

had the real journal in his hands he would laugh like a maniacal

evil genius, then tell them if they did anything he would find

out and then kill them. Rhys stumbled while standing on level

ground. The copious amounts of Percocet had made it nearly

impossible for him to stand up for long periods of time without

getting dizzy. With the risk of falling down two flights of steps

he laid down on the ruined carpet and blew smoke towards the



water stained ceiling. He laid in the same position for a long

time, long enough that he started to worry Sebastian would be

staying the night. While he contemplated the idea of walking down

to the corner market and buying some overnight supplies, he heard

movement inside Claire's apartment. Maybe they finished lying to

each other about how great their ten minutes of sex had been.

Rhys felt a sense of rejuvenation, like he had just drank five

Redbull's back to back. Something marvelous was in the air, he

could feel it like electricity before a thunderstorm. The moment

he had waited for all day, Sebastian was about to emerge from the

apartment. Rhys positioned himself in front of the door-frame,

blocking their hope of escape to the stairwell. Staring at the

door, the hairs on the back of Rhys's neck stood up. Instead of

the door opening, he heard a gun shot inside her apartment.

Claire's Chapter (Extended Depression Version)

Sleeping alone had become comforting for Claire. Knowing that the

person not next to you, wasn't going to wake up and tell you

everything was falling apart and it was your fault. She watched

the digital clock display. 11:12 then 11:13 followed by hundreds

of other four digit combinations. She looked at all of

Sebastian's exposed body, it wasn't intimidating. Her insomnia

was coming from something bigger than just having another person

present in bed. She kept glancing to the bathroom. The thought

that her bladder was somehow connected to her eyes haunted her



imagination. Thinking how complex and confusing the human body

works was making her skin crawl. Instead of envisioning her own

biology, she voted to take more of her Valium and read a book.

Stealthily getting out of bed and allowing Sebastian the pleasure

of not being woken was something she had practiced thousands of

times before, and like riding a bicycle it was easily

accomplished. She looked around the room and realized if she

wanted to keep Sebastian asleep she would have to read in the

bathroom, it was the only light source she could use safely.

Moving with the agility of ninja or a cat she maneuvered silently

to the bathroom, where she stumped her already sore toe on the

suicide journal. It was heavier than she expected. She leafed

through the pages, seeing all different types of suicide notes.

It was difficult to flip through the book, because the pages were

made of different types of paper. Certain pages were similar to

notebook paper, while others were more like card stock, some of

them even felt like wax paper. She sat on the edge of the

bathtub, admiring the dedication of the author. Whomever created

the book must have spent years or even decades perfecting its

appearance.

Claire fumbled with the awkward pages until she decided to read

whatever page appeared when she randomly opened the journal. Her

curiosity sunk like a stone thrown into a pond. Or was it her

stomach falling through her perfectly shaped ass and through the

floor. Her eyes were reading her own hand writing. She was



reading the suicide note she had written over a year ago. Rubbing

her eyes in hopes she could erase the memory. She read the same

page multiple times before all hell broke loose in her mind.

Every negative emotion, every crippling feeling of depression she

had ever felt her entire life erupted. The unexplainable staring

her right in the face. She thought back to the night she had

written the note. The night she put her personal 'self defense'

weapon to her head. She could remember it all, clear as day. No

matter how hard she tried to pull the trigger, she couldn't. She

entered therapy the next day. She wrote the exact same note that

was now printed in this book. One word left her lips, "How?" She

had burned the note she had previously written, never wanting

anyone to read her failed attempt. All the hard work her

therapist had put towards making Claire feel comfortable with the

idea that she had overcome suicide, those empowering thoughts

tossed aside. Claire knew now more than ever, that killing

herself was the only answer. She felt like she had been a ghost

of herself for the past year. The only thing left to do was sign

the note that already existed in the journal. Reading Rhys's

website and having sex with the person who owned her suicide

note, it all made sense to her. She was just finishing what she

had started so long ago. Subconsciously she must have known it

would end this way. That was the explanation she told herself as

she went for the gun she had hidden in her lingerie drawer. If

she had woken Sebastian and explained the situation, he could

have convinced her the journal was truly evil and it was



possessing her. He could have talked her down from the

metaphorical ledge, instead she let him sleep quietly for the

next few minutes.

Looking into the mirror she saw a person who had lost all hope.

She signed the suicide note that was in the journal, finishing

what she had started so long ago. She dropped the leather

journal. It made a loud thud. Then the next sound was a small

explosion, a bullet exiting the snub nose barrel of her Smith

&amp; Wesson model 642. Claire wouldn't hear anything ever again.

Her lifeless body fell to the bathroom floor.

Versus

When somebody kills themselves, typically they choose to do it

while alone, thus nobody has the opportunity to react. Claire

broke that rule. Hearing the gun shot set both Sebastian and Rhys

into a fury of narcissistic goals. Self preservation become

Sebastian's priority. He thought fleeing the scene of a murder

wearing only his shoes was a great idea. Where on the opposite

side of the slime green door, Rhys formulated a tactical plan

that involved standing still. He would let the confusion and

panic consume whomever came out of that door, then use their lack

of proper thinking as his weapon. While Rhys's brain calculated

hundreds of thousands of possible outcomes, Sebastian was

fumbling with the chain lock on the other side. Hearing the locks



being undone, Rhys knew he had run out of time. Being the

smartest doesn't mean anything if the person doesn't have the

time to think, luckily for Rhys he had been plotting and scheming

malicious ideas all his life and today would be the day he proved

himself the most evil person to ever exist.

Sebastian thought he shouted the name "Rhys!" but  it came out of

his mouth as more of a startled shriek that maybe started with

the letter 'R'. Rhys appeared as calm and cool as always, he lit

a cigarette, pretending that seeing Sebastian practically naked

was normal, or having just heard a gunshot was no cause for

concern. "Where are you going? And why are you only wearing

boxers and shoes?" Rhys flicked his cigarette, ash spiraled

towards the carpet. Smiling he emitted the 'tsk-tsk-tsk' sound

through his perfectly straight teeth. "Shame on you Sebastian,

you've been a very bad little boy." Sebastian felt the sudden

urge to compose himself as best possible. Standing here talking

with Rhys put him at risk of an encounter with the police or

neighbors, and in his mind this translated to putting on his

clothes while still standing. Trying his hardest to appear as if

it was how he always dressed himself. While he struggled with a

pant leg, he stammered out a sentence asking why Rhys was there.

Rhys was more than glad to divulge his reason for being in this

particular hallway at this precise moment. "Well, you see

Sebastian. I've followed you all day, ever since you drugged

or ... knocked Miss Neville unconscious earlier this afternoon.



How brazen of you, to abduct someone." Sebastian started shaking

his head, but Rhys began talking before he could vocalize any

thoughts. "Yes. I know it's sneaky of me to follow you, but it's

a good thing I did, since you took it upon yourself to kill your

English teacher." Rhys was making calculated guess' based purely

off of Sebastian's current demeanor and hearing a gunshot, if

Sebastian was paying closer attention he would have noticed the

sweat Rhys nervously wiped from his forehead. Instead Sebastian

started sobbing and repeating the only word that he was thinking,

"No." He kept saying it, without noticing Rhys smiling with

delight of how well his plan was working. "I know you're scared

Sebastian, and you should be, after I tell my story to the police

you'll be locked away for the rest of your pathetic life."

Sebastian now gasping for air, as if what he was hearing was

suffocating him. The sound of police sirens were becoming audible

now. Sebastian fell to his knees, grabbing the bottom of Rhys's

pants. "I didn't kill her, I didn't." Rhys moved backwards,

kicking away Sebastian's snot and tear soaked grip. "I have

evidence. I have photos of you carrying her limp body into your

house, right here on my cellphone." It doesn't matter what you

tell the police, they'll believe my story." Sebastian knew what

he was being told wasn't the truth, but he knew Rhys had money

and power and now picture proof that would incriminate him. Tears

soaked the carpet where his face had hovered during Rhys's

allegation's. Gathering his strength, Sebastian forced himself to

quit crying long enough to ask, "Why are you doing this? What do



you want from me?" Hearing those sentences were like music to

Rhys's ears. "The journal. Give me the journal. I know you still

have it! Even you aren't stupid enough to destroy the only thing

that ever made you feel special."

Sebastian was happy to give away the journal. He knew it was

evil, it killed Claire. It ruined his life. He realized it didn't

matter if he was awake or asleep, the journal had controlled him.

He thrust his hand into his messenger bag and while holding it,

he saw Rhys's eyes grow wide with anticipation. "It belongs with

someone as fucked up as you!" Sebastian threw the journal into

his chest. "Fetch. You sick fuck!" The once distant police sirens

were now loud enough that they were probably already in the

parking lot. Rhys seemed completely satisfied with exchanging

years of friendship for the book. Sebastian took his last chance

at escape, half expecting Rhys to block him from the steps or the

police to already be coming up. Neither happened, Sebastian ran

past Rhys, who seemed to not even notice him leaving and not a

single cop in sight. Running full speed, away from the journal,

away from his past and future. He ran until his body forced him

to pause and vomit. His legs started moving again, like a

machine. He gave his body commands to continue running and it

followed without question.

Self Righteous Suicide



Typically assorted pharmaceuticals as a choice for suicide is a

failed attempt, but if the victim researches and prepares

properly they shall prevail. If an autopsy would ever be

preformed (which it wouldn't) the report would consist of boring

statistics that would only puzzle the coroner for a brief moment

and then he would toss the corpse into the incinerator. If

Sebastian ever had a father figure, it would have been Rhys, who

had told him, 'it's a cruel fucked up world'. Thirty minutes ago

he had proved this hypothesis. Sebastian was dying and all he

could think about were other people. The cocktail of drugs he had

consumed were creating a euphoric effect before performing their

finishing touch of cardiac arrest. He thought of Claire's

beautiful smile. The taste of her lips. Having experienced her

generosity, if only for one night it was enough. The only

attention he had ever received was pity, except Rhys who had

manipulated him, and Claire was probably possessed by the

journal. Sebastian refused to think that about Claire as he was

dying. He was going to think she loved him and he loved her.

Sebastian realized he had no idea if he believed in heaven or

hell or anything beyond this moment, but he hoped he would see

her again. While his internal organs were being chemically

assaulted, he looked at his grandmother. He had come into her

bedroom to abuse her medications. When entering he had knocked

over a multicolored stack of bills, late notices, terminations

threats, pretty much anything a company can legally send trying

to collect money. Sebastian let out a small laugh directed at the



companies decorative attempts.

Waiting for his body to die. His mind continued feverishly to

find a reason to continue living. He knew it wasn't too late to

call for help, be hospitalized for the remainder of his life. But

he didn't think he deserved such niceties. Showing that journal

to people was the same as transmitting a terminal disease. Giving

it to Rhys was the same as being an accomplice to genocide.

Sebastian cried for the people who Rhys would hurt using the

suicide journal. He thought back to the breezeway of Claire's

apartment. He reenacted the pitiful scene were he was mourning

Claire while Rhys berated him with lies. If ever there was a time

in his life to stand up for himself, even if it meant risking

jail, he should not have given Rhys the journal. Instead he did

what he did best, ran away crying. The tears blurred his vision,

the drugs were now effecting his motor functions. The sounds from

his mouth were barely audible between the sniffling and sobbing.

He began confessing everything that had happened since his

grandmother had entered her blissful coma. After nine or ten

minutes of babbling nonsense. He realized, his body was on the

verge of not responding, then hopefully his mind follows. Taking

him away from this 'cruel fucked up world.' Staring at his

grandmothers ghastly facial expression, Sebastian noticed she had

emerged out of her coma! And to the most devastating monologue

she had ever heard. The guilt was unbearable for Sebastian. He

couldn't handle the thought of her living another second after



comprehending what he had just confessed.

Sebastian ripped out the gastrointestinal tubing from his

grandmothers mouth. The pillows previously propping her fail

body, were now suffocating her. Sebastian applied all of his body

weight towards her face. He heard a 'cracking' noise and hoped he

had broken her feeble neck, killing her. He refused to look. He

would lay on top of his murdered grandmother and wait for his

body to secrete bile, shit, and mental anguish.

Dying slowly was painful physically and emotionally. Then the

shock of having to kill your only living family member while you

were dying, it was all too much for Sebastian. He flailed in

hopes his body would be responsive enough to reach the telephone.

While using all of his determination and will power, he pissed

his pants. His kidneys were probably already shut down, he was

seconds away from being permanently blind. Still he tried, and

tried. He was using his face as if it were an elbow to drag his

dead weight. Carpet burn was the least of his problems, when he

reached the phone to dial 9-1-1, all he heard was silence. The

phone company had suspended their service due to lack of payment.
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